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INIRODrcTION

"The decades through which we are living are critical and disturbing ones.
An increasing world population means increasing demands on its environment.

This has resulted in an intensified exploitation of the biosphere, very often
without long-term planning or the necessary research background, and without
coordination between nations. As a consequence, there is an alarming deterioration of natural resources, which not only adversely affects the present
human habitat but constitutes a threat to the well-being of future generations. rl
A.H. Boerma
Director-General (1970)
F.A.O. of the United Nations.
Gene conservation is no longer the reserve of a few agricultural
plant breedeis or geneticists seeking desperately for new sources of variation to enrich the gene pools of a few highly selected plant species. Scientists in many fields of biology recognize the need to conserve or Preserve
a sizeable portion of genetic variation of this planet so that man can continue to enjoy and further develop the living organisms upon which he is so

dependent.

The gene pools available to tree breeders are, with few exceptions,
"wild" and relatively unselected by man. Certainly when compared to the agriculturalist,
tree breeders are in an enviable position, at least in respect
to available genetic variation. Among the forests of the northern temperate
zone, Canadats forests (250 rnillion hectares of productive forest) are closer
to therrwildn condition than the forest of any other nation. trltry then should
Canadian tree breeders give even lip-servj.ce to conservation of forest gene
resources? There are a number of reasons. First, although the conservation
of forest gene resources is not a pressi-ng matter over Canada as a whole,
there are parts of the country where the forests have been heavily cut for
several generations, and where the local populations of tree species are
being replaced with non-local ones. Certain populations of certain tree
species, especially northern outliers, are in danger of serious gene depauperation. Canada is in the enviable position of being able to do something to
prevent serious losses of genetic variability before the situation ,deteriorates further. To do this it is necessary to understand exactly.what problems face us, to recognize species or populations before they are in serious
danger, and to take what ever steps are necessary to conserve valuable populat ions.
The F.A.O. Panel of Experts on Conservation of Forest Gene Resources
is exploring the problems of gene conservation at an international level and
I.U.F.R.O. has formed a Working Party on gene resource conservation. The
North American Forestry Commission (F.A.O.), hTorking Party on Forest Tree
ftnprovement, has given consideration to gene resources on a continental scale.
At the national level, in Canada, no single organization is concerned solely
with conservation of forest gene resources. Programs such as the IBP-ct

program and the Canadian Institute of Forestry, Natural Areas Program, undoubtedly make a positive contribuEi.on to gene conservation. The logical
question is, is this enough? If not, what further efforts are required?
The purposes of this symposium include an attempt to bring together
knowledgeable people from several related fields to discuss gene conservation,
to provide members of the C.F.T.B.C. with the background knowledge necessary
for them to decide what role, if any, the Committee should play in this field;
and how this role, i-f accepted, can be implemented. After the symposium, the
C.F.T.B.C. held a discussion on the role it should play in conservation of
forest gene resources in Canada. A policy statement hras accepted by the
members and i-s presented as Appendix I.

D.P. Fowler, Chairnan

L.

Roche, Secretary
Comm. Forest Tree Breeding

in

Canada

RESOURCE GENE POOLS AND

THEIR CONSER/ATION
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INTRODUCTION

In this gathering of distinguished forest tree geneticists, it may
be prudent to confess my ignoranee of forestry before it becomes obvi.ous.
Being a cytogeneticist working primarily with cultivated and wild cereal
species, the honor of having been invited to this Symposium is probably due
to my involvement with plant exploration. I have collected and studied cereal
species along the Medrterranean and in the Middle-East, and have made their
gene pools available for research and breeding. However, species are populations and populations are the reservoirs of gene pools regardless of whether
they are annual grasses or perennial trees. Although different species,
depending on their genetic and breeding systems, present sornewhat different
problems, the underlying genetic principles apply to all.
As the title of this Symposium suggests, genetic resources are components of our environment and their preservation i-s part of conservatj-on.
Conservation has traditionally included a broad range of activities from the
top soil to the whooping crane and has been motivated by ethical, aesthetic,
economic, and scientific reasons. It has recently become an emotional issue
when we came to real-ize that manrs survival still depends on the increasingly
endangered balance between the human species and its environment. As we
learn more about the disruptive effects of the overcrowding technological
society on the.biosphere, new items with new priorities are constantly added
to the long list of the conservationist. Because of their fundamental economic and scientific importance, genetic resources should have high priority
Yet I question the wisdom of putting them on the list at all.
on this list.
the essenThe conservation of genetic resources provide genetic variability,
tial raw materials for plant breeding in which lies the hope of meeting the
demands of an all too rapidly growing human population. To deal with genetic
resources requires careful analysis and an inventory by species and economic
needs. We need a great deal more scientific information on how to preserve
This is a national
populations without losing their genetic variability.
as well as a global issue, involving political sensitivities and resistance'
particularly since many of the primary gene pools of economic species are
in the underdeveloped part of the world. It is a job for geneticists with
national and international cooperation sponsored by agencies at both levels.
Save our forests may have emotional appeal and may have its usefulness, but
save land races of wheat or potato would hardly capture public imagination.
Specific problems such as forest gene resources rnay be swamped by the general
war cry: emotional oversell usually invites public apathy. hlhat is needed
is to identify specific problems and priorities, to find efficient methods
of conservation at a manageable leve1, and the enlist government support.

Canadi-an concern is reflected by the recently established Canada Connnittee
on Plant Gene Resources and international action exernplified by the impressive

volume published by IBP (Frankel and Bennerr 1970).

Before discussing some of rhe scientific, technical and political
aspects of preservation, it seems useful to consider briefly some of the
characteristics of gene pools and their priorities.
Gene Pools and Resource Gene Pools

In this age of semantics, and to avoid confusion, it may be useful
to define the Eerm gene pool. It is increaslngly used in the proliferating
literature dealing with the conservation of genetic resources, yet hardly
anyone bothers with its definition (cf. Frankel and Bennett 1970). The term
was coined by population geneticists and it was defined by Dobzhansky (1951)
as the total genetic information encoded in the sum total of genes in a breeding population existing at a given time. The sum total of genes determines
the potential genetic variation within the population and the information
encoded may be consi-dered as the actual genetic variation exhibited at a
given time. This in fact is the allelic variation which rnay be as high as
40 for certain loci.
The key word in this defini-tion is breeding population because it
is the carrier of the gene pool. It is the unit on which natural selection
operates and produces a gene pool characteristic for each breeding population.
The biological species concept, which incidentally is just as controversial
as any of the other species concepts, is the most useful one for geneticists
and breeders. The main attributes of the biological species are free internal
gene flow and reproductive isolaLion from other biological species. Such a
breeding population is the basic unit of the gene pool. It is important to
note, however, that the gene pool used in a particular breeding program is
usually just a srnall part of the whole pool of the biological species, and
that it may also consist of genetic material contributed by two or more related species. This leads us to the anthropocentric or economic aspects of
the gene pool.
Dobzhanskyts gene pool applies to all breeding populations. Yet
clearly not all gene pools should be classified as genetic resources. From
a Practical viewpoint, its economic importance, actual and potential, qualifies a gene pool as a genetic resource, that is, the raw material for plant
improvement. This distinction is neither pedantic nor semantic because it is
fundamental in setting priorities and in organizing coLlections and conservations. I suggest calling these Resounce Gene PooLs (RGP) whose economic importance and essential role in plant breeding set them apart from other gene

pools.

Genet.ic variability is the prerequisite of plant improvement. It
is stored in the RGP of land races or locally adapted indigenous populations
and of improved cultivars.
Further, gene pools of wild or weedy species which
may provide alien genetic variation by introgression or by cytogenetic manipulation should also be included in the RGP of economic species. Let us take
a brief look at these three components of RGPs.

Land Races - Indi-genous Populations
From the neolithic agricultural revolution, which took place some
7000 years ago, until the advent of scientific plant breeding, some 100 years
a9ot land races provided food and other plant products for mankind. Perhaps
most forest produets still come from indigenous populations. These evolved
under natural selection, shifted somewhat by the indirect and direct inter-

ference of man. Immediate fitness to their habitats with long range flexibility, and a great diversity of morphological and physiological types are
their hallmarks.

Diversity is not uniformly distributed over the range of distribution. Centers of diversity, as defined by Vavilov, express the nonrandom
distribution of gene frequencies, and are invaluable sources of vari-ability.
The identificat.ion of these centers greatly facilitates the exploration and
collection of the richest parts of the RGPs. On the other hand, specific
genes or adaptive gene complexes exist with high frequencies in certain ecological niches at the extremes of the range. Here variability is reduced
by stronger and specific selection pressures. In fact, gene frequencles can
readily be mapped. We know, for example, that the highest frequency of genes
for resistance to oat crown rust is in Israel, for resistance to oat stem
rust in Western North Africa. Most of the barley genotypes resistant to netblotch disease originate from Manchuria, wheat genotypes with the best bread
uraking quality from South-Eastern Europe, etc. In short, a sound knowledge
of the phytogeographical distribution of diversity and gene frequencies is
indispensable in the search for and collection of RGPs. If this kind of
information is not compi-led for forest tree species on a national and global
basis as yet, it should be done to lay the foundation for efficient exploration and conservation of gene resources.
What is the status of the land races and local populations at present? Although it varies greatly by species the survival of many is endangered
at an alarming rate. Wheat and rice, the two major temperate and tropical
cereals, have reached the critical stage. The rapid spread of the Mexican
wheat and Philippine rice cultivars, and concomitant improved management
practi-ces, particularly in and around their centers of diversity signals the
disappearance of the land races. Other rnajor economic species will follow
suit if the five international plant breeding centers, Proposed recently to
UN, operate with success similar to that of CIMMYT in Mexico. Land races
clearly lack the yield potential to provide food and other essential plant
products for the human population now growing at a Logarithmic rate. Thus,
international breeding programs aimed at increased food production are inevitable. Yet, much of the readily accessible genetic variability is encoded

in the land races which are invaluable resources for plant breeding. A sound
course of action appears to be a two-pronged one: simultaneous implementation
of extensive international breeding programs and preservation of land races.
The time lag between the initiation of breeding programs and their pracLical
impact should provide a margin of safety for saving the land races and indigenous populations.

Cult ivars

Culti-vars are the highly uniform final products of the plant breeding process. They must meet specifj-c demands of the rnarket place. Generally
this is accomplished by rigorous selection which narrows the genetic base
leading to the decay of variability.
Genes unwanted in terms of the breeding objective are more or less eliminated from the initial RGP. Measured by
the amount of discarded material, the breeding process on the whole is wasteful. Some of the discarded genes, apparently worthless today, nay be potentially useful tomorrow ruhen new techniques and demands arise. To save the
part rejected in the breeding process, is not economically feasible. What
can be done, however, is to preserve the initial pool and the culti-vars that
are replaced by better ones. The preservation of the initial material and
the final product should offset to some extent the pauperi-zing effect of the
breeding process.

The pauperizing effect of rigorous selection probably has been overestimated in the light of accumulating new evidence. A great deal of polymorphism as roel1 as heterozygosity has been demonstrated by Allard and his
group (1968' I97L> even in strictly inbreeding species such as barley and
oats. In fact, little if any difference in genetic variability was found
beLween inbreeding and outbreeding species. Thus, considerable genetic
variation is stored in 'rhighbredtr cultivars in spite of inbreeding and rigorous selecti-on. These results emphasize the importance of the preservation
of cultivars.
trrliLd Related Species

Wild species from which genetic material can be introduced to economic species by introgression or cytogenetic manipulation should be included
in the RGP of the economic species. These are important mainly for two reasons. Firstly, some are ancestral forms of the economic species and as such
they hold the key to understanding the origin and evolut.ion of the whole
species complex. Secondly, some contain useful genes not available in the
gene pool of the economic species.
The future of such related wild and weedy species is generally less
endangered than that of the land races. The truly wild species inhabit undisturbed habitats where they can survive probably for a longer time. The
survival of weedy species appears to be threatened by improved management of
introduced cultivars. I'lild species are less vulnerable though than land races
also because of the combination of adaptive mechanisms for survival.

Conservation of Resource Gene Pools
The importance of conservation of genetic resources was concisely
up by Hutchinson (1958) when he said "in the conservation of variability lies the hope of progress". If we add to this that variability is being
eroded at an ever increasing rate by the process and very success of plant
breeding and by the spread of improved management, the picture is nearly
complete. Forest tree breeding and management are perhaps not the culprites
as yet, but they will be at some time in the near future. The constant
summed

displacement of the multitude of land races of field crops or indiscriminate
logging at an accelerating rate are sparked by the same cause: overpopulation. Battles of the Green RevoluLion, conservation and the like may be
won, yet the war for the survival of civilizaEion tril1 j-nevitably be lost

without effective population control.

While conservation of resource gene pools no longer needs to be
justified, the ways and means of how to do it are less clear. I shall be
concerned with just a few general principles and a few of those aspects not
covered in the IBP volume on conservation (Frankel and Bennett 1970).

Priorit ies
An efficient strategy of conservation rests on sound priorities
determined by economic importance and urgency. The nnin attribute of the
resource gene pool, as I have previously stated, is its economic importance
but not all economi-c species are equally important. There is no conflict
between economic importance and scientific interest, since the amount of
research invested is generally proportional to the importance of the species
in the national economy. This is borne out by the number of workers and
funds allocated to research by species in the plant sciences.
Sound priorities are easy to establish for some species, more dificult for others. Of some hundred f ood crop species, only four: r,rrheat,
rice, corn, and sorghum, supply by far the largest part of the human diet.
It is evident that these big four should enj oy the highes! priority amongst
food crops. This example also demonstrates how vulnerable is our dependence
on our food providing species. As we go down the list of food crops, priorities are more difficult to set. Within global importance, national concerns
and efforts are governed by regional interests. llhile wheat is vital to all
countries in the temperate zones, the importance of corn is determined mainly
by the heat units available, that of oats by a combination of soil, climate,
The allocation of lirnited funds and manpower for conservaand utilization.
This principle, no doubt,
tion rnake economic importance the highest priority.
applies equally to forestry and to agriculture.

f
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The importance of a species in any country's economy can readily be
established. Wheat, barley, and oats are our main cereal crops in Canada,
thus our primary concern is their RGPs at home and abroad, wherever they
exist. Irhave no doubt that Canadian foresters would have no difficulty
in listing their most important softwood and hardwood species. To estimate
the relative urgencies for their conservation may not be easy in Canada, let
alone in thefr centers of diversity and over their native ranges. This re-

quires a national inventory based on past history, present status, and future
trends of population size and quality, technology, and util-l-zation for each
economic species. Further, it would require similar surveys in other countries with particular emphasis on centers of diversity, to provide the basis
for a global estimate of the status of the species. This needs international
cooPeration. Action will have to face and overcome domestic and internatj-onal
political, financial, and organizational problems.
Political

Implications
To save selected indigenous forest tree populations could hardly

succeed without public support, sponsored by various levels of government and
with the cooperation of industry. This kind of support demands sound priorities and information on t.he economic impact of conservation. In Canada,
we have a wealth of indigenous forest tree populations. In contrast, all
our agricultural species were introduced; the native ranges of rnost are on
other continents. A quick look at the map of the centers of diversity shows
that most if not all are in the underdeveloped part of the world. Those of
our main cereals are, for example, in the Middle Eastern and Mediterranean
countries. These countries are short of funds and know-how, in some even
the need and urgency for conservation has not been realized. Some of the
species, oats for example, are i-mportant in some of the developed countries
including Canada, but their centers of diversity lie in those countries where
they are of no or little economic importance. Thus, oats would be far down

the list of priorities in those countries. I,ilithout the full cooperation of
scientists and governments in countries where the centers of diversity lie,
the conservation of RGPs is doomed to failure. Growing nationalism on the
one hand, and often less than tactful approach by expeditions and international agencies on the other hand, make this an increasingly sensitive
problern. Species, formerly considered wholly useless can surprisingly quickly become national assets when efforts for their collection are made. Conservation of RGPs cannot be but a global program made up by national efforts
i-ntegrated under international sponsorship.
METHODS OF CONSERVATION

I shall not attempt to deal with techniques of collection and conservation but rather contrast conservation in situ and in gene banks and
collections. Although these complement each other, preferences mainly depend
on the purpose and utilization of the material. In general, as much genetic
variability should be conserved as it is practically feasible to maintain
since, in addition to plant breeding, resource gene pools serve allied research such as biosystematics, genetics, cytology, pathology, etc.
fn situ Conzervation
Land races, indigenous populations and wild species are at or close
to their adaptive peaks relative to their habitats. Mutations, constantly
sifted by different selection pressures in diverse habitats, resulted in
adaptive gene complexes. This process, coupled with introgression wifhin a
crop-weed complex as described by Harlan (1956) forms the ecogenetic system

which allows for rapid evolutionary bursts, characteristic of the evolution
of cultivated species. The irnportant point is that wherever such plant corn
munities remain undisturbed, this kind of adaptive system will continue to
operate. These natural workshops of evolution are produci-ng a steady flow
of genetic material for the plant breeder and plant scientist. Selected on
the basis of information on gene frequency and field studies, these sites can
be mapped and should be included in the IBP list of preserved natural areas.
Existing, but scattered, technical information should be brought together
and the gaps as to locations, optimum size of sites, etc., should be filled
by initiating new research.
Although natural sites, even when preserved, are subject to change
whether in the West or East, in situ conservation interferes less with selection pressures under which indigenous populations evolved, than any other
method of conservation. Yet this method of conservation appears to be the
nost difficult to make work. It requires the strongest supPort from outside
of the scientific community. Governments and industries, local communities
and village elders will have to be persuaded to legislate' to provide funds
and to organize a network of cooperators. The problems are not insurmountable, however, if the necessity is properly presented and action is pursued
with dedication.

Collections and Storage
Genotypic structures inevitably change when populations are grown
outside of their natural habitats. Selections, outcrossing and particularly
random drift will change the original populations regardless of the techniques
of maintenance. This may not necessarily be disadvantageous' particularly
if we can go back frorn time to time to populations conserved i-n si.tu.
The maintenance of large collections, possibly consi-sting of thousands of individual samples, is costly and labor consuming. The smaller the
samples are, the more effective random drift will be in fixing most of the
non-lethal alleles. In a few generations, although geneti-c variability is

retained, the genetic structure of the populations will differ from that of
the original. Long storage periods between rejuvenations will slow this
pro"."", but selection will still be active. Collections of individual samples are essential for evolutionary studies including biosystematics, cytogenetics, etc.

An alternative is to combine all, or groups of samples into bulkst
creating panmictic populations. These can be grown and maintained by breeders as reservoirs of genetic variation. Such populations in time will become
locally adapted under local selection pressures. This method is relatively
inexpensive and extremely useful for breeding programs. Nature does part
of ti-re breederts work. A urodification of this is the production of hybrid
populations by intercrossing morphologically and ecologically different types
and growing parts of these in different locations. This method was initiated
by if.V. Harlan in L929 and refined in Sunesonts composite barley crosses.
By growing bulked or composite hybrid populations in different environments
and preserving original samples and early generations in storage, the full

or nearly complete genetic variability can be conserved. The size of such
populations minimize random drift and the method promotes balancing selection
(cf. Allard and Kahler L97L). The practical value of composite crosses is
attested by the number of commercially grown cultivars selected from them,
and by the important observati-on of segregates outside of the range of the
parental phenotypes (cf. Harlan 1956).
Gene banks too have their important role in the conservation of
RGPs. The immense collections of crop species and some of their wild relatives maintained by U.S.D.A. at Beltsville and Fort Colli-ns, and by Vavilovts
old Institute for Plant Industry in Leningrad provide genetic material for
breeding programs the world over. In Canada, we collected and now maintain
the most extensive wild oat species collection in the world. The rnaintenance
of such collections needs large storage facilities and costs a great deal of
labour and money, although the keeping of records and handling the naterial
has been made simpler and more efficient by the use of computers. Such central gene banks, however, during storage and rejunevation, impose a rather
uniform selection pressure on all samples even if the latter is done in several environments.

Central gene banks can be complemented by regional gene banks. These
were proPosed by FAO but at present, as far as I know, only one is operating
in lzmir, Turkey. These, being in or cl-ose to the centers of diversity of
particular economic species, should be better suited to maintain original
population structures and their st.affs should be better qualified to explore
and collect materials and at less cost than expedi-tions coming from all corners of the world. Regional gene banks rnrould also be the logical nuclei of
the network charged with in situ conservation. The concept of regional gene
banks deserves the ful1 support of the developed countries and some of the
funds of external aid programs.
Conservation of genetic resources is international in scope, built
on coordinated national programs. A global prograrn will emerge from national
priorities which can then be integrated and regions and sites of importance
identified. We need a few rnajor central gene banks, priunrily for cultivars,
and a network of regional gene banks mainly for wild species, land races and
indigenous populations. Staffs of these could also serve as "keepers" of
preserved areas for in situ conservatj.on. International cooperation is the
key work and computers could provide speedy and efficient communication.
Each of the methods has its merits and disadvantages. Each species
or species grouP should be examined separately on the basis of breeding systems' growth and life characteristics, economic importance and urgency of
conservation. It is safe to say that only a combination of several methods
will do the job. Tine is running out; action is needed now. I,Jords and volumes alone, however impressive, will not save the dirnrnini-shing genetic resources on which so much of human welfare depends.
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GENE PRESERVATION BY MEANS OF A

TREE IIVPROVEIV1ENI

PROGRAM

Bruce Zobell

sehool of Eonestny, North cay,olina state lJniuersity,
RaLeigh' N.C.
INTRODUCTION

It is axiomatic that all genetic or tree improvement Programs reconF
sult in gene preservation, whether it be through production of new gene
However,
binations or by multiplying already established desired genotypes'
the usual concept is that a tree breeding program will result in a drastic
narrowing of the genetic base following ieiection of the bulk of the "undesirableil genic combinations and accept;nce of only a few choice individuals.
need
If a tree improvement program is properly planned and organized, there
excepbe no critical narrowing of tn" genetic base; in fact, with certain
tions, the opposite r^rill resulL, and from the Program useful gene combinations will be developed and preserved along with a broad genetic base'
To satisfactorily explain the effect of tree breeding on the overall gene pool it is necessary to understand the various phases of a Lree improvement program. This paper, therefore, wi-ll first explain the objectives
and organ Lza:-Lon of a tree improvement program using our North Carolina State
Cooperative as an example2; then brief comments will be made on the effect
such a program has on the gene Pool.
Ob'iectives and Operation of a Tree Improvement Program
The primary objective of tree improvement is to increase economiq.ritity of forest products. In nany areas improvement
cally the yilld
"tta
i-s needed as soon as fossible, often resulting in the bulk of activities
appearing to be g."t.i primarily toward short-range objectives. Immediate
needs for improved seed- are real and very important, especially in areas of
operation such as ours; for example, members of our Cooperative plant
:boroooroo0 pine trees each year and a rnajor objective is to soon obtain
these from genetically improved stock3. Most publicity from tree improvement prograrns deal" tittt the short-term effort but this can be misleading'
lMember of the FAO Panel of Experts on Forest Gene Resounces.
2if,. pir,. Cooperative operates in 13 southeastern states, with 23 industrial
members; the Hardwood Cooperative has 16 indusand 3 state forest
"."rri..
tniat and one state memben.
3cood plrogress is being made. For example, in 1969 enough seed was obtained
for 4b,000,000 improved ptants, while l-00,000,000 trees will- be obtained
fnom orchand seed which was col-Iected in 1970'
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If tree improvement i.s to be successful it musL also have long-range goals
which are recognized and planned for right from the beginning.
A balanced improvement program has both production and research functions. The operational effort consists of intensi-ve selection and breeding
to produce large quantiti-es of desired stock for immediate use, often with
a resultant reduction in the genetic base for certain important characteristics. Specialty orchards are developed to overcome severe adaptability or
growth problems or to produce specially desired products; this is accourplished
by a strong selection toward a narrori/ range of genotypes. In contrast, the
research orchards are not operational; they are long-term, having the objective of keeping the generi-c base broad and purposely preserving [enotypei
that may not have an immediate use in the applied progrrr.
The Short-Term Program
We often are warned about the degree to which the genetic base may
be reduced folloruing the intensive selection and breeding nJcessary to establish an improved production seed orchard. Strong measures are taken to reduce variability in certain growth and quality characterisLics. For example,
intensive selection for fast growth, straight stems, good wood, disease resistancer etc., must reduce the base if our goals are to be achieved. Meanwhile,
however, the often overlooked fact is thai genetic adaptability is enhanced.
This most important broadening of the genetic base results from the selection
of no more than one parent tree from a given stand4. The rationale in restricting selections to one tree per stand is to avoid inbreeding among parents within a seed orchard, but with the additional objective of keeping-a
broad base of adaptability. Therefore, trees within a production seed orchard come from differing, widely separated environmenti, uraking possible
genetic combinations in their progeny never found in nature and insuring a
broad adaptability.

Our objective in the production seed orchard program is to develop
and maintai-n a fer4r strains wi_th broad adaptability, rath"i th"r, to develop
a whole series of snall orchards specially good for specific narrow environments or products. Since most forest t.ree species initially
have rather
broad adaptability, we should be able to maintain broad, general purpose
strains even when intensive selection for certain growth and form characteristics are used. Important genotype-x-environmental interaction-among various
families when grown in'rnormaltt environments has not been generally found;
thus, the fast grower on a 75r site is sti1l the best on a 100r site; a
straight-sternmed genotype produces straight trees under all the normal environments. Under extreme environments, such as when fertilizers have been
applied' a genotype-x-fertLLizer interaction is sometimes found. To exploit
fully the added nutrients, some genotypes which do not respond or actually
grow more slowly following fertLLization must be discarded. However, we
+stands are nane]y less than 40 acres
and usual_fy ane several
of mil-es aoart.

L4

to

hundreds

regularly find clones that produce fast growing progeny both with and without
When enough of these are combined it will be possible to
fertlLization.
exploi-t a response to fert TLLzets while still keeping a suitable broad genetic base.
Despite the desire and preferences for r^ridely adaptable strains,
occasional genotyPes are found that are highly superior for severe environments, pest resiltattce or specialty end-products. When these are used, an
orchard is purposely developed with a narrow genetic base. We have a number
of small specialty orchards already established for disease resistance, extra
wet sites and unulually poor sites" In addition, two clone orchards are
under development Lo take advantage of several outstandingly good specific
combinations that we have found. l4ost such specialty orchards used to o\rercome particular problems are considered to be terminal; these cannot be the
sole basis for ongoing improvement for advanced generations. To incorporate
the specialty orchardi into advanced generations' special crossing patterns
need lo be ernployed which will assure the necessary broad genetic base, when
combined with infusion of new genetic material.
also consider production orchards as rrdead end" as far as future
generations of breeding are concerned, although selected progeny and an occasional clone may be rnajor components of advanced generation orchards' The
main use of produttion oichards is to supply coilmercial seed until improved
orchards are available.
tr{e

The Long-Range Program

If a breeding program is not to come to an abrupt halt owing to a
narrow genetic base and resultant inbreeding, plans for generating suitable
The
material for future generations must be made right from the beginning'
deleteupon
seriousness of mild related mating is not yet known but, based
be
rious results of severe inbreeding, di".t.tion dictates related matings
crosses
have
to
avoided as much as possi-ble. Because of this it is essential
of known parentage ior advanced generation selection and breeding' Use of
this
open-pollinated, top cross, ot pollen mix crosses can lead to disaster;
strong
the
of
aangei is often overlooked because filany persons are not aware
general cornbining clones found in the pines as well as the occasional outltrrrdirrg specific combinations. About 5 percent of the clones produce such
outstanding progeny that if seed were collected randomly from an orchard and
outoutplanted sl that parentage were lost' at least 85 percent of the most
cornmon'
in
parents
individuafs in the Progeny would have one or both
"t.rrdirrg
cornbinations found' nany of the progeny
of
the superior
Because
I'le have
"p".ifi"
selected for use in second-generation orchards would be full sibs'
and
general
abundant data to support these generalizations of outstanding
form
of
specific combinations. It is essential, therefore' to use some
pedigreed breeding to safely select for advanced generation orchards'
since the long-term or research orchards must consist of trees of
general comknor^rn and tested parenlage, and because of the frequent strong
biners, large basl populitions are needed to develop advanced generation
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orchards if inbreeding is to be prevented and the number of unrelated clones
is to be kept sufficiently large. When an organization has to develop a
breeding Program alone, a base population in the hundreds will be required.
In a cooperative such as ours, even though each organization has only 25 to
35 clones in each orchard, a sufficient base of about 300 clones is available
to draw upon when each of ten or more organizations supplies advanced generation selections.
Even a base population as large as 300 clones is not sufficient to
prevent long-term relatedness as the breeding program progresses. Therefore,
a consci.ous effort must be made to broaden, continuously, the genetic base.
One major attempt to satisfy this objective has been to cross trees from
widely separated geographic areas--Texas with North Carolina, drought-resistant with wet site types, high elevation wi.th Coastal Plain; etc. This has
been done with selected trees, and ten plantations of such wide cross progeny
have been established throughout the Southeast from which to select for use
in advanced generation orchards. The best trees of the wide crosses will be
incorporated into advanced generation orchards which will both add needed
genetic diversity and prevent inbreeding. Overall results from the wide
crosses have been excellent, although disappointing in one sense--several
strong general combiners were present in the parents used Lo make the wide
crosses and their progeny greatly outperformed the other crosses, lirniti-ng
the number of individuals that can be used.

Other special crosses have been made, especially among the good
combiners, to broaden the genetic base. These cone from parents within the
same area as well as parents from the Piedmont crossed with Coastal Plain,
northern with southern, etc. New selections are constantly being made from
plantations and wild stands; the best phenotypes are tested by progeny performance before being used in advanced generation orchards.

Effect of Tree Improvement Programs on Gene Resources
There definitely will be some loss of genetic potential for certain
characteristics following intensive selection and breeding in an applied tree
improvement program. For example, slow growing Lrees and crooked trees will
be rejected and some of their genetic potential will be lost. Practically
speaking, this will not be serious because trees of this type are not desirable for any purpose. There is always the chance of loss of a good characteristic that is associated with tree crookedness, for example, but this
danger is surall. In most studies, we have found that the important economic
characteristics have usually been inherited independently or have only been
weakly related to one another. Therefore, it will be possible to retain desired characteristics such as adaptability or disease resistance in straight
as well as in crooked trees, in high gravity or low gravity trees, etc.
A well-designed tree improvement program that includes both the
short- and long-term approaches will result not only in preservation of the
most desirable genic combinations but will produce nany others never before
possible in nature through selective breeding. The trend in routine forest
nanagement toward continuous removal of desirable trees and regeneration with
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undesirable ones is strong and becomes stronger with the demands of the
super-ecologists to use a selective system rather than clear-cutting' Ecological dernands of this kind are rnade by persons r,rho know nothing about genetics; they are, in effect, requesting a system which results in the removal
of the best genotypes, leaving the ieast desirable' most disease-susceptible
and poorly adapted to grow and regenerate the site. Therefore, tree improvement programs preserve nany genes that would otherwise be lost when normal
operational forest harvesting is done.
discussing gene preservation, the opinion is often expressed
that all possible genotypes should be preserved because one never knows which
may have potential later value. This objective is noble but is impractical
since it is not possible to preserve all genetj-e combinations, and we must
therefore pick and choose those deemed most desirable. The objective of
preserving the broadest base of genes cannot be achieved in the southern
pirr"", using the often suggested method of setting aside natural stands'
Historically, many natural stands of southern pines have arisen from seeding
into abandoned tilfas, often from one or very few parents growing along fence
rows, near farm buildings or along ditches. Because of this, the natural
stands that often have had a """otd or third generation of selective cutting
do not consist of widely differing' unrelated individuals but are made up
of trees that are related. Preservation of a whole stand of such related
individuals accomplishes little; however, the selection of no more than a
single tree from each such stand, as is done in a tree improvement program'
is very effective in preserving the speciesr genetic potential.
When

A very wide range of genetic material will have been created and
preserved throlgh seed oichardi; and when eombined with a conscious effort
io broaden the fenetic base by wide or selective crosses, the gene Potential
of a species such as loblolly pine is indeed enhanced by a tree i'mprovement
program. Because of the ease of vegetative proPagation, any desired genotype
tan-be preserved indefinitely and not be lost by death of the parent tree
or g.r,"Lically changed by the necessity of continuously generating seed
crops to preserve the bank of genes available.

In the southern pines, a well planned and executed tree improvement
program is a very effective preserver of genes. Indeed it creates and preserves combinatitrr" rrot po""ibl" in nature, even though genic potential for
certain undesirable growih and quality characteristics will be reduced'
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GENE CONSERVATION

IN

REI.ATION TO FORESTRY PMCTICE

C.W. Yeatman
Canad'Lon Fonestry SerDice,
Peta'ta'ta Foz,est Erpeniment Stati.on'
CVtaLk Riuez', Antario

Canadian forests sti11 retain much of the rich genetic heri-tage
derived from natural evolutionary processes of mutation, migration, isolation and selection. Due to relatively recent and massive man-induced
changes ln forest courposition and the accelerating rate of lti1-Lzation of
forested land, irmnediate action is needed to conserve and reserve adequate
genetic capital for future seed production and tree improvement. My objectives are to discuss where and how gene pool conservation may be achieved
effectively, at rninimum cost and with the least interference with other

forest values.

TIIE GENE

POOL

For the sake of brevity we frequently talk of genetic conservation
in general terms, yet the concept has very different biological and practica1 implications to different people. The agrtcultural breeder works'with
culti-vars and is frequently concerned with the retention of particular
units of inheritance (allele, block, chromosome or genome) that he associates
with specific characteristics of cultl-vated and highly bred plant or animal
races. The viability of breeding stock not currently in use must be maintained artificially or it is lost to future breeding. The forester, the
zoologist and the botanist, however, generally work with wild populations
composed of highly heterogeneous indiwiduals. The prirnary concern is to
avoid widespread l-oss or depreciation of gene pools rather than specific
genes or genotypes. The gene pool refers to the "totality of alleles distributed among the members of an interbreeding population" (Lerner 1958).
Gene pools of wild popul-ations are adaptively balanced genic complexes that
differ in gene frequencies and patterns of co-adaptation (linkage) but not
necessarily in constituent genes (Dobzhansky 1951). Because of its dynamic
relationship to the environment, a gene pool can only be maintained through
successive generations within the environmental context in which it evolved.
Once a population is lost through lack of regeneration, or it suffers a
severe reduction in the type and number of breeding stock, or it is interbred with other populations, the original gene pool cannot be recreated.
Thus in forestry we are not so likely to lose genes as to forfeit the
integrity of populations in genetic balance with diverse environments.
I^IIIY CONSERVATION?

The growth and health of our forests depends on maintaining both
the environmental and genetic components of the ecological complex. By
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advocating conservation of gene pools we do not argue against improvement
through directed breeding" Rather we reinforce and insure the adaptive
basis for genetic improvement. The task of the tree breeder is to improve
on naturers best. Reliable standard populations must be maintained against
which he can measure progress and from which he can continue to select new
breeding stock to broaden the genetic base of selected strains and to meet
new contingencies as they arise. It is logical that such populations be
integrated with current seed reguirements and with regional provenance and
progeny tests. It will be of little
comfort to find a population of high
potential if the seed source no longer exists outside of a few trees grolr-

ing in test plantations.

PRIORITIES

The greatest danger of 1oss, degradation or uncontrolled contamination of natural gene pools is within the major commercial species in areas
of extensive utilization and where natural regeneration after logging is
lacking or inadequate. It is for these species and in these areas where
the greatest returns will accrue from genetic conservation and improvement
and the greatest losses will be incurred from the disgenic effects of
indiscriminate forest operations, e.g. widespread clear cutting followed by
deficient natural regeneration and massive planting or seeding with suboptimal seed sources. Forest land that is productive and readily accessible
is vulnerable to over-cutting on the one hand and to expediency in acqui.sition of seed or plants for refores.tatlon on the other. Under such circumstances of commercial and administrative pressure, the preservation of gene
pools is most difficult, yet most urgent.
Many serious questions of forest gene conservation arise in relation to other activities of modern society, such as urban and industrial
expansion' agriculture, organized recreation, dam construction, mining and
road building. Small populations at, the ecological lindts of a species are
particularly vulnerable to loss yet rnay be of considerable practical or
academic interest. The variety of biological, economic and administrative
problenrs involved in such cases means that the merits and solution for each
situatlon must be determined separately. In any event, the majority of
these problems are beyond the scope of this discussion since their solution
will not materially affect the quantity and quality of industrial- wood pro-

duced during the

next century.

GENE POOL CONSERVATION

Itr

.9I7U

There is no means that will- ensure the complete purity and integrity, the rrvirginityrr, of gene pooJ-s anywhere in Canada. Changes occur in
both gene flow from distant sources and in loca1 environments to a greater
or less degree as a resul-t of mants activities. The natural- forested areas,
to be discussed in this syrrposium by Dr. tr'Ieetman, National- Parks, and other

ecological- reserves can and w111 serve as valuable genetic reserves, as
emphasized recentl-y by Roche (L97L). But it is unlikely these wilL provide
adequate genetic sauples of the important tree species within large areas
20

of comnercial forest in Canada. Natural areas require future exclusion and
a minimum of past disturbance (l{eetman L97O). It will be difficult to make
mass seed collections within ecological reserves and out of the question to
manage them for seed production. Yet urgent forestry requirements are for
closer control of the origin of seed used in reforestation now and for
identification of the better populations for future seed supply.
since it is genes, not trees, we wish to preserve, the strict
criteria used for the selection and maintenance of natural areas do not
apply to genetic reserves oriented to forestry practice and tree improvement. Normal forestry nnnagement can be followed, whether for wood production, amenity values, or protection forest. Regeneration following logging
may be from natural seed fall or by planting or direct seeding. The only
mandatory requirements are:

1) that the population be adequately maintained,
2) that new generations be derived from an adequate number of
parental trees and
'
3) Ehat only natural regeneration or seed of local origin be
us

ed.

shall seed or plants be introduced from
being reserved.
the
species
another population of
I shall not atteupt to define radequater, but it refers to areas
of land, density of stocking, and number and phenotype of parental trees'
both seed and ptllen, in relation to species and their silwical requirements. The ter:m tpopulationr, which has been defined as the "interbreeding
community within which there are no discernible ecological groups or clinesrr
(Schreinlr 1968), is also open to academLc argument which can only be
resolved in the field. Guidelines in defining the boundarles of a genetic
reserve, and hence, arbitrarily, the population, include: structure' size
and distribution of forest stands; ecological boundaries and discontinuities;
and direction of prevailing winds during periods of pollen di'spersal' Natural
physiographic features' roads' survey lines, etc', moY be used to cJ-arify
boundaries but they must encompass the biological limits essential- to achieve
the goal of isolation and maintenance of the gene pool. Such a gene pool
reserve may be very 1arge, for example a watershed, or several townships'
More commonly it might be one to several square nril-es in extent, but it
shoul-d never be very small-, SaY of one to a fertr acres. One or several
species rnay be included in a singLe reserve, and in mountainous topography
a nurnber of sub-units within a singl-e species could be defined, for example,
bv altitude and aspect.
Under no circumstances

SEED PRODUCTION

Since the objective is to provide reliable sources of good quality
tree seed for forestry operations, at."" chosen as gene pool reserves should
include well stockea stands on high quality sites. Such stands can be
developed for seed production as ind when required. In very large even-aged
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stands such as on large burns, some premature harvesting and regeneration
nay be ' needed to diverslfy the age classes within the reserve. At the
earliest opportunity, seed should be collected for regional population tests
and for storage in a germ plasn bank for future regeneration within the
reserve. Reserve seed will need to be repl-enished from time to time as the
quantity and viability decrease. The quantity in storage should be adequate
to re-establlsh the population ln the event of a catastrophic loss of the
gene pool. Until genetically inproved stock is developed for local use and
seed is available in quantity, seed production areas within genetic reserves
will remain prime sources of seed for general reforestation.
RESPONSIBILITY

Responsibility for planning and instituting systens of forest gene
pool reserves in Canada lies primaril-y with the provintial government forest
services although the cooperation must be sought of private owners of
' and of rr,ajor lessees and licencees. The establishment, operaforest land
tion and admlnistration of gene pool reserves should be the responsibllity
of forest managenent and be integrated with regional- management plans and

objectives. Genetic evaluations within and between populations will require
the assistance of research units and applied tree improvement groups,
"il
of whom have a fundamental interest in the naintenance of genetic reserves.
COST-BENEFIT

Establishment of gene pool reserves in situ will follow investigations of existing inventory, utilization. and regeneration records, reviews
of management plans and field insfbction. Most of the costs are indirect
for no capital or operating cost is involved, with the possible exception
of designation of private land. The information must be incorporated into
working p1ans, operations maps and land use schemes dealing with the areas
concerned. Once designated, costs would be limited to maintaining basic
records and pLannlng in advance for artificial regeneration when required.
Nornally special provisions for planting stock would not be needed because
the sources would be avail-able from routine nursery production. Costs of
seed production and collection should not be greatly increased by designation of reserves and in many cases may be reduced by ensuring that the
required quality and quantity of seed trees are available when needed.
The establishment of a system of gene pool reserves in situ is the
most effecti-ve and economical application of genetics to silviculture that
can be made inrmediately and the results are guaranteed. Possible losses
due to disgenic effects of less controlled seed collection and distribution
are avoided. The positive effects wil-l be imrnediate i-n terms of seed
qual-ity and lasting in terms of maintaining and irnproving the productive
potential of our forest tree species.
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CONCLUSION

The philosophy to be applied to genetic conservation in forestry
is well expressed in- the following quotations from an address entitled
Forestry and Ecology given by llon. Jack Davis before the Council of Forest
Industries of British Colurnbia in April, L971-z
ttThere are tolerances in nature and we must learn to
use them. However' we rarely know what they are and' until

weknowhowfarwecangoinanyonedirectionwemusttread
very carefully indeed."
ttvariety
. is the best kind of life insurance you
canhave.Thegreaterthediversitythemorestablethe
ecosystem is likelY to be."
The ecosystem is the result of the interaction of environment and
genetic resources. Degeneration of either component directly affects the
ecosystem. conservatlon of genetic resources is a basic prerequisite to
maintaining a viable and proJuctive ecosystem and is a prime responsibility
of all who utilize and manage forest land.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That the Cornmittee on Forest Tree Breeding in Canada urge Provincial
Forest services to implement systems of gene pool reservations in situ for
cormnercial- tree species.
2. That gene pool reserves be used for mass seed collection and include
natural areas ior ecological as well as genetic study'
active
3. That a nati-onal working group be established consisting of
draft
to
personnel
Pracnanagement
members of the C.F.T.B.C. and forestry
act in
grouP
would
The
canada.
in
tical- proposals for genetic conservation
industries.
and
an advisoiy capacity to forest services
4. That a C.F.T.B.C. request that two active members' one from eastern
Canada and one from ruestern Canada, be appointed to the National Committee
on plant Gene Resources of Canada. (Or. Roland Loisel-Ie, Permanent Secretary, Research Branch' C.D.A., Ottawa).
gene pool
5. That a central reglstry and seed bank of Canadian forest
center
a
suitable
be
would
reserves be established. The Petawawa Seed Unit
reserves
seed
'
for holding basic records and for maintaining sma1l
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THE ROLE OF FOREST TREE SEED STOMGE IN GENE CONSERVATION

B.S.P.

Wang

Ccnadian Forestzn1 Sernsice,
Peta'tqna Fonest Erpez"Lment Station'
ChaLk Riuer, Ontm"Lo
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to discuss the role seed storage can
play in forest, gene conservation and how it can be used most effectively.
Tree seed and other germ plasm storage is not the whole answer to gene conservation, and it is necessary to use lt in conjunction wlth other gene
conservation measures such as conservation of natural populations and clone
banks. Seed and other germ plasm storage, however, is a valuable insurance
against loss of genetic material in the field or nursery due to insects or
diseases or catastrophes such as fire. Such storage has the advantage that
it occupies a relatively sna1l space, ls not easily contaminated with
unwanted genes, and is easy to transport. In this report the val-ue of seed
storage in gene conservation will be considered in isolation bearing in
mind that l-t is only one part of a spectrum of gene conservation measures.
THE NEED FOR FOREST GENE CONSERVATION

a global scale there is a growing realization by geneticists
and breeders that in many areas gene resources are being drastically reduced
and that protective measures are needed (Jasso L97L>. This is particularly
the case ln densely populated countries such as those of East.ern Europe
where natural forest populations are rapidly disappearing an4 selecti.ve
fellings have often left the worst genotypes. In 1967 recommendaLions of
the Technical Conference on Utilization and Conservation of Gene Resources
sponsored by FAO and IBP suggest among other actions that national and
international efforts should be directed towards the exploration, conservation and utilization of plant gene resources in agriculture and forestry in
accordance with species and regional- prioriti-es, and the danger index of
genetic erosion. Subsequently, a report of the FAO Panel of Experts on
Forest Gene Resources meeting was published in L969. The inportance and
urgency for the preservation of forest gene resources in forest research
and practice was emphasized by Hagman (1971) and Jasso (L97L)
On

Some countries such as Canada, however, still have indigenous
forest populations of considerable extent that are relatively undisturbed.
Even in these countrl-es, however, felling, artiff-cial reforestation with
introduced seed, urban expansion, etc., have resulted in considerable local
erosion of forest popul-ations of value either in economic forestry or for
ornamental and amenity purposes. In some cases the tree specles involved
are hardwoods (e.g. in Southern Ontario) for which seed storage is problenatic. On a national scale Canadats gene resources are not in danger of
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inunediate serious depletion, but locally the preservation of forest genes
is warranted and is even a matter of some urgency (Roche LgTo).

Following the FAO-IBP sponsored international meeting, a work
planning meeting on the plant gene resources of Canada was held under the
auspices of Canada Department of Agriculture in 1968. The meeting concluded
with recormnendations from which a tentative national poliey for the conservation and utilization of plant gene resources in Canada was formed. Forestry
was included in the plant gene resources recommendations.
THE ROLE OF SEED STORAGE

IN FOREST GENE CONSERVATION

Forests are composed of perennial- species and the life-span of most
tree croPs ranges from 60 to 500 years in natural conditions, although
todayrs foresters aim at rorations of 40 to 100 years or much less. Trees
can, therefore, be preserved in situ by protecting natural stands or even
plantations of knornrn origin from contamination from introduced pollen,
together with protection from fire, insects or diseases. Alternativel-y the
forest genes can be preserved in clone banks or plantations established for
this particular purpose which, once they are sexually mature, will produce
seed for many years. C'ene preservation by seed and other germ plasm storage
becomes important when it is not possible to preserve foreit populatlons ii
situ, or when establishment of clone banks or seed orchards must be delayed,
or when import.ant popul-ations are in danger of extinction. Seed storage
can be used to insure against losses of actual- trees. Agricultural crops
are often annual or biennial and can often onl-y be preserved by storage of
seed and other germ plasm. Many agricultural seed stocks can be easily
replenished by producing seed for the stored seed stock in one or tr.ro years
when the germinability of the stored seed shows signs of deterioration.
Replenishing tree seed stocks is, however, much more difficul-t; trees take
longer to reach sexual maturity and even then often do not produee good seed
crops every year. It takes at least 20 years to achieve a good yield for
most tree species. For this reason, seeds should be collected only in years
of abundant flowering when d large proportion of genes of the designated
populations will be present.
The function of tree seed storage is to provide the seed intended
gene pool plantations with the most favourable conditions under
which respiration of the seed can be ruinirnized and germinability maintainred
over a period of perhaps 30 to 40 years. Although the primary objecti_ve
of tree seed storage is to preserve seed quality until it can be used for
gene pooL plantations, specified quantities of the stored seed can be distributed for breeding research or seed production during the storage period.
The goal of such tree seed storage is to maintain the quality of the seed
for a prolonged period.

for use in

THE PERIOD OF TREE SEED

STORAGE

The period of tiroe tree seed will remain germinable in storage
varies greatly with the t,ree species and the storage conditions. Seed of
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saccharinwn L.), beeches (Fagus spp.), oaks (Quercus spp.),
chestnuts (Castmtea spp.), hickories (Carya spp.), walnuts (Juglans spp.) and
willows (SaLir spp.) Lie all considered short-lived (Crocker and Barton 1957)
while most other hardwood and conifer seeds are relatively long-lived. Under
optimum storage conditions, well pre-conditioned tree seed of the short-lived
category can be stored satisfactorily for 1 to 3 years and that of the relatively long-lived category for 5 to 30 years. In the case of tree sp'ecies
with seed that can only be stored for short periods, the stocks are in frequent need of replenishment. This limits the value of seed storage as a
gene conservation technique. This applies also to sma1l fruit trees in

silver naple (Aeer

horticul-ture.

STOMGE CONDITIONS

Storage conditions are related to seed moisture content and they
effect the period for which seed can be stored. Tree species requiring
high rnoisruie content (25-797.) to maintain thei-r germinability (e.g. seeds
of chestnuts, oaks and silver mapl-e) cannot tolerate the sub-freezing storage
temperatures (Jones L92O; Holmes and Buszewicz L958; Yamamoto L966; Krajicek
1968) that are favourable for prol-onged storage of most other hardwood and
coni-fer seeds (Holmes and Buszewicz 1958; Barton I96L; Buszewicz l-963; Jones
1966; Barnett and Mclemore L967; Huss L967).
The primary requirements

of

optimum storage conditions

for tree

seeds requiring low moisture content to maintain gerrninability are low
storage temperature and low relative humidity. Most conifer and hardwood
seeds can be stored successfull-y at -18oC for 5 to 30 years when their
moisture content is properly reduced to 6 to 87. At present comparatively
l-ittle is known about the optimum storage conditions for hardwood seeds of
southern Ontario. The Tree Seed Unit at Petawawa Forest Experiment Station
is currently reviewing availabl-e information on the storage of hardwood seed.
PREREQUISITE OF SEED MATERIAL FOR gTORAGE

Tree seed collected fron designated stands or populations and for
or
long term storage requires careful control of origin and preservashort
quality
from the time of harvesting through all stages of handling
tion of
and processing to storage. The signlficance and effecLiveness of seed storage in gene conservation cannot be realized unless such control is fulfilled.
Seed Origin

Prior to seed collection, it is absoLutely essential to ascertain
that designated stands from which seeds are to be col-lected are of known
origin and that coll-ections are made with strict supervision of lot identificatlon and seed labelllng.
Seed Quality

High initial seed quality of tree seed is always favoured for short
arrd long term storage (Holnes and Buszewicz L958; Allen 1957; Barton 1961).
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In order to insure high quality seed for storage, it is not only irnportant
to collect the seed at maturity in good seed years but also to extract, dew
and clean the seed carefully (Huss L954; Allen 1957, L957a; Kamra 1963).
TESTING OF QUALITY OF STORED TREE

SEED

Careful storage of dead seed is futile.
To insure the storage
value of preserved seed and to detect any deterioration in germinability or
increase in moisture content of the seed, it is essential to determine the
initial moisture content and germinability by official standard methods and
reliable germinati-on criteria prior to and during the storage period. For
long term storage of tree seed, an acceptabl-e level of germinability should
be established at the beginning of the storage, and seed stocks should be
replenished or replaced when germinability of the seed decreases below that
acceptable level.
THE FUTURE NEEDS AND PRIORITIES

1. Based on present knowledge, work on the eval-uation of tree species in
respect to the need for gene conservation should be started imrnediately and
steps should be taken to preserve endangered populati.ons or species.
2. Temporary storage space must be made available irnmediately for storing
seed material or other germ plasm of populations of particular genetic interest that are in immediate danger of extinction.
3. The best methods of collection, extraction, processing, testing and
storage of tree seed of each species should be applied to the seed destined
for gene conservation.
4. Permanent storage facilities should be established for short and long
term storage of tree seed in conjunction with a seed testing laboratory.
5. Research in longewity and storage conditions of tree seed and other germ
plasm in general and of hardwood seed in particular should be intensified.
6. In conjunction with other gene conservation measures, standard systems
should be developed for recording, storage and retrieval of information on
stored seed stocks and other germ plasm.
7. Adequate criteria regarding the population, number of trees and quantities of seed or other germ plasm required for gene conservation storage must
be established.
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CONSERVATION

OF FOREST GENE RESOLRCES WITHIN IBP

FMMEWORK

Gil1es Lemieux'
Depantment of Ecology and Pedologg'
Laual IJni,uez'stty,
Quebec, P.Q.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

In L964, ICSU (International Council of Scientific Unions) agreed
Eo sponsor an International Biological Programme for integrated study of
fhe tiological productivity, conservation and human adaptability.
at Ehat time; the first was Planning
prepararion (1gea-67), and the second was Operation (1,967-72).

and

Two phases were planned

In Septernber 1970, SCIBP (Scientific Cornurittee of the International
Biological Programme) agreed to extend the program for two additional years'
for phase three, Synthesis and Transfer (I972-74)'
The activities of IBP were organized into seven sections, each
headed by a convener and a responsible committee. The following fields
were chosen:

PT Productivitv of Terrestrial -Commulities
Convener, J.B. Ctagg University of Calgary,

Canada

PP Production Processes
a) PP-P Production Processes (Photosynthesis)
b) PP-N Production Processes (Nitrogen fixation)
Botll PP sections convened by Dr. I' Malek, Czechoslovak
Academy of Science, Prague, Czechoslovakia'
CT Conse-rvati-on of Terrestrial Communities
Convener, E.M. Nicholson, London, UK'
PF Productivitv Freshwater
Convener, G.G. !'Iinberg, Academy of Science of

Leningrad'

USSR'

USSR.

PM Lroductivitv M,arine
convener, Dr. M. Dunbar, McGill University' Montreal'
lco-Chai,r,rnan, fBP-CT Cannda, Quebec Region.
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Canada.

UM

Use and Management

Convener, G.K. Davis, University of Florida, Gainesville,
USA.
HA

Human

Adaptabilitl

Convener, J.S. Weiner Anthropological Institute,

London,

UK.

Within each of these sections are more specialized subsections
called T'THEMES''. By the end of. I97O, there were 83 themes comprising more
than 21000 individual research projects. At that time, 58 countries formed
national cornrnittees while 32 others participated informally.
CANADIAN PARTICIPATION

In 1965, the Canadian Cornmittee for the International Biological
Programme' sponsored by the National Research Council, was established.
CCIBP formed seven sections rnatching each of the seven international sections

as described previously.
some

a)

of the rnajor projects

Matador

Project,

supporLed

or

recognj.zed by ccrBp are:

Saskatchewan, supported by ccrBp, section pr

b) Marion Lake Project, British colurnbia, supported by ccrBp and
UBC,

section

PF

c) Gulf of St. Lawrence project, Quebec, supported by
Fisheries Research Board and universities, section
d) Igloolik Project, Northwest Territories,
and University of Toronto, section HA

CCIBP,
PM

supported. by CCIBP

CONSERVATION OF PLANT GENE RESOURCES

Conservation of plant gene pools is a theme of section UM with
Dr. o.II. Frankel of canberra Australia as coordinator. The main concern
of this theme is conservation of cultivated plant gene pools and their
related wild allies, eg. wheat, potatoes, etc
Since forest trees cannot be manipulated and stored as cult ivated
plants, we (rBP-cr section) claim that this type of conservation is relevant
of CT section.
IBP-CT IN

CANADA

Thi-s section is organized differently than other sections of the
IBP, as it is concerned with a different problem. The chairman of this
section is Dr. w.A. Fuller of the Department of zoorogy, university of
Alberta.

)L

FortheIBP.CTprogram'Canadaisdividedinl0regions,each
Regional organiza1ion has two co-chairmen assisted by a regional panel'
One of the chairmen is a zoologist and the other a botanist.
Regions are as follows:
Region 1:

British Colunbia
Chaired by V.J. Krajina and Peter Larkin

Region 2: Alberta
Chaired by G.H. La Roi and tr{.A. Fuller
Region 3:

Saskatchewan

Region 4:

Manitoba

Region 5:

Ontario
Chaired bv J.B. Fal1s and G.A. Hi1ls

Region 6:

Quebec

Region 7:

Maritimes (New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island)
Chaired by P.M. Taschereau and I'G' McQuarrie

Region 8:

Newfoundland - Labrador
Chaired by D.H. Steel and O.A. Olsen

Region 9:

Tundra Northwest Territories
Chaired by G.hl. Scotter and V. Geist

Chaired by J.S. Rowe, D.H. Sheppard and U'T'

Hammer

Chaired by J.M. Walker-Shay and R.W' Nero

Chaired by M. llaldague and G' Lemieux

A11 these panels have been active since 1968.
Check-Sheet

ins Procedures

The co-chairmen and panel members of each region have met several
times to take inventory of their regi-onal requirements. The most endangered
of most
areas, areas of speciai botanical oi zoological features and samples
been
have
purposes
research
and
ecosystems to be protected for conservation
selected.
Each candidate area is visited by field parties and described in
a standard way on a check-sheet designed ior world-wide use. I"Ihen a checksheet has been completed, a copy is deposited at the National Library in
Ottawa and the orilinal i" a"pblited al Monks Wood, U.K., for international

registration.
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follows:

rn January r97L, candidate areas and check-sheeted areas
Candidates

1' British Coluurbia.

63...

2- Alberta

rirere as

Check-sheeted

......

..L27

43

3g

3- Saskatcher^ran..

82...

,....,

2L

4- Manitoba.

45...

......

11

5- Ontario

..280.

6- Quebec.
7- Maritimes
8-

78,..

- Labrador.
9- Tundra (NWI)
TOTAL.

......

153..

9
2

34...

......

0

54...

......

2

...no data.

......

1l

Newfoundland

10- Boreal Foresr (NWT)

96

...9L6

....233

A majority of the 916 candidate areas are forested and all
tree species are represented.

Canadian

Legal Protection

It is commonly said that we shall protect our environment, but it
is very difficult to do so. The only way to protect a given natural area
is to provide 1ega1 protection for both crown and private lands.
This is the concern of a working group headed by Dr. A. Thoupson
from the University of British Columbia. They have undertaken a study of
North American legislation concerning protection of natural areas to provide
model

legislation suitable for all

Relations between IBP-CT and

Canadian governments.

Government,s

In most regi-ons close liaison has been established between IBP-CT
panels and provincial or federal governments. Most regions have presented
briefs asking for new legislation on ecological- reserves or amendments to
the existing acts. The response of the different governments has been
quite unequal and ranges from new legislation to the formation of advisory
committees. The following is a listing of the action taken by some of the
governments concerned.
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British

Colunbia

In

May Lg7L,
Reserve Acttt.

the Legislative Assembly introduced the "Ecologi-cal

Alberta

In early L97I, the Legislative

the rrWilderness Area Act".

Assembly

of this province introduced

Saskatchewan

Minister of Natural Resources has decided to set
a corunittee to consider requests for natural areas.
The Deputy

up

Ontario

In 1969, an Advisory Conunittee on Nature Reserves was established
to advise the minister of the Ministrv of Natural Resources.
Quebec

In 1971, a brief was submitLed to the government for an Advisory
Committee and an amendment to the "Land Act".
Newfoundland

a formal proposal was made to the government asking
for protection for natural areas.

In

May L97L,

Northwest Territories

Last },lay a request for protection of tundra was made to minister
for the Northwest Territories.

Jean Chretien

The preceeding represents the work done by IBP i-n the last four
years. With the help of other scienti-fie organizations, such as yours'
it will be soon possible to provide protection for all- our endangered plants
and animals.
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THE CANADIAN INSTITTJTE OF FORESTRY PROGRAVI ON NATURAL AREAS
C.

F. l'Ieetmanl

of Forestrg'
tlniuez'sLty of Neu Brwrcuiek'
FaeuLtY

FrederLcton, N.B.
ABSTRACT

proposed that the canadian Institute of Forestry establish a
national systen of standards for the selection, registration and management
Foresters has
of forested natural areas in Canada. The Society of American
years.
of
number
been operating such a system in the u.s. for a

It is

A policy statement was prePared based on the SAF policy' policy
standards of the U.S. Federal Govertt*"ttt, and the comment of a number of
such a system
correspondents in Canada. It is hoped that CIF sponsorship 9I
(International
areas
will enabl-e other organlzaEions interested in natural
services
Biological program (iSp), Provincial Governments, etc.), to use theforested
set-aside
and
and good offices of professional- foresters to select
will ensure
natural areas. Simuitaneously it is hoped that the registration
representain
that a mi-nimum standard s|ze of natural area is established such natural
tive portions of all of canadars najor forested cover types'
areas would represent reserves of gene pools'
The policy was adopted by the cIF at the Annual Meeting in october
through a
Lg7L. Cooperation with all- other interested agencies is proposed
proposals
examine
permanent national cormittee. This committee will also
for registration and set-up a registration system'
ttcanadian Institute of Forestry Policy for
The policy statement
Selection, Protection and Management of Natural Areast' has been published
(Por. Chron. 48:1-3).

of this paper is to outline recent developments on a
proposed national- registration syst,em for forested natural areas in Canada'
hope
iftirorrgfr the registr.tio' systenis sti1l in the planning stages, I serve
might
that this outlirie will enati. yo,, to judge how such a system
other
and
gene
resources
Purposes'
forest
of
the need for the conservation
The purpose

HISTORY OF THE NATURAL AREA CONCEPT

Inlg6g,R.BuckmanoftheU.S.ForestServicegaveatalktothe
of
American Foresters in Boston outlining the develoPment of the
Society
quote from
sAF program for scientific natural areas. The following is a
his paper.
lchairrnan, CIF Naturaf Areas Committee.
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'The beginning of concern about natural areas for
scientific purposes is uncertain, but it appears that
Victor E. Shelford, working through the Ecological
Sociery of America in I9L7, was the first in the U.S. to
recognize the need. tr{.w. Ashe of the Forest service made
a plea for the i-mportance of natural areas in the Journal
of Forestry in 1922. In the Late L92Ots, E.N. Munns,
also of the Forest Service, began to push for natural
areas. The first areas rrTere actuallv set aside in the

National Forests about 1930.
Tn L947, the SAF established a Natural Areas Comnittee.
John Shanklin, chairman of the committee from L947 to 1960,
recently described the history of the conmittee in the
Journal of Forestry. you may also have noticed another
recent article in the Journal by Jerry Franklin and Jim
Trappe, giving a contenporary view of the importance of
forested naturar areas. The sAF recognized perhaps 50
natural_areas in 1947; it recognizes about zoo toiay. The
Societyrs committee on Natural Areas hopes within a year
or so to prepare a courrpletely revised list of areas, 1_ast
broughr up to date in 1960.
rn 1963, the American Association for the Advancement
of Science prepared what is the uost compl-ete study of
natural areas yet undertaken in the u.s. Anong other recommendations the AMS report called for enlarged and better
co-ordinated natural areas progr€uns in the u.s. rn the
nid-1960ts the federar land managing agencies formed an
rnteragency committee to review naturai area programs on
federal l-and. The rnteragency consd.ttee in r-96g-published
a Directory of Research Natural_ Areas, describing 336
examples of natural connunities, set asi.de on the National
Forests, National parks, National wildlife Refuges and the
Public Domai.n (1and under jurisdiction of the Bureau of
Land Management).tt

You will note that foresters took the lead in the
States.
Listening to this talk nade me wonder whether or not such aUnited
systeu was required in Canada. Thus the need for such a system in Canada was presented
in the February 1-970 issue of the Forestry Chronicle (Weetman
together
with a report by JtH. Cayford (1970) on a recent meeting of theL1TO)
SAF Comnittee.
He reported as follows:
"The sAF has defined a natural area as a rtract set aside
to exemplify typical or unique forest vegetation, and its associated biotic, edaphic, geoJ_ogic, and ,"q.r"ti" features in as
near-natural- condi.tions as possible, primaril-y for purposes of
science and educatlonr. The classlfication system for the sAF
natural- area vegetation types is the publication rForest cover
types of North Americar, published by the society. However,
lt is recognized that extensive and variable forest types such
as eastern hardwoods and ponderosa pine require recognition of
sub-types and diverse habitats when establishing natural areas."
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Among

are (Cayford t-970) : 1. To develop and maintain standards of conditions and quality

the acrivities of the

2.
3.
4.

5.

SAF Comrnittee

governingtheselectionofnaturalareasandtosetforth
principles for their protection and management'
To sponsor liaison officers in SAF Sections to promote natural
area selection and establishment and to make reconrnendations
to the Committee.
To encourage natural area establ-ishment and preservation by all
landornmers, publ-ic and private, where SAF standards can be met.
To approve the registrati-on of natural areas by the society of
American Foresters on the basis of their qualifications, the
needs of the national program, and the protection assurance
from the landornmer.
To promote research and educational uses of natural areas by
the scientific and educational community through publicizing
negotiations between landowners and users'

Since the inception of the program sone 200 natural areas have been
recognized (U.S. Fed. Cornm. on Res. Nat. Areas 1968). The last complete
l-ist was issued in 1960; it lists I-28 natural areas located within 34 states
and puerto Rico. One of the current ains of the natural- areas committee is
to prepare a new revised up-to-date l-ist as soon as possible. Prior Lo
puUlicltion, each area listed in 1960 will- be reviewed to determ:ine its
current status; it is expected that a few areas will have to be discarded
for various reasons.

continual progress is being made in locating and approving natural
areas. In Lg6g, twlnty-six additional areas were added to the J-ist; these
include natural areas 1n such diverse types as bur oak, red pine, bl-ack
spruce-tamarack, pinyon-juniper, water tupelo and Douglas-fir and are
located in l-3 different states extending from Maine to California'
CIF NATUML

AREAS COMMITTEE

A CIF natural- areas comittee was formed and an organizing and
discussion meeting was held in !,Iinnipeg in Qctober 1970. The appropriate
Provincial and Federal Government departments were asked to be represented
at the meeting. The meeting was wel-l attended and the consensus was that
a policy and registration system should be developed'

G.F. Weetman visited R. Buckman of the u.s. Forest service in
I^Iashington, D.C., to learn more about the operation of the SAF system of
liaison officers and about other professional- and governmental and private
otganLzations involved in establishing natural areas'

J.H.Cayford,CanadianForestryService,onbehalfoftheclF

attended a meeting of the U.S. Federal Committee on Research Natural Areas
in Portland, Oregon, in May Ig7L. From these meetings and contacts, plus
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correspondence in canada with provincial parks people (ont. Adv. comm. on
Nat. Res. L969-70) and the IBP-CT Program - 'rcT'menbers in several provinces
(ful1er L97L; Maldague & Lenuleux Lg7L, and also people concerned wirh rhe
recent B.C. Ecological Reserves Act (Franson L97L), a large amount of reference material and adviee on poJ-icy matters was obtained.
From this material-, a draft CIF Natural Areas Po1-lcy was assembled,
largely based on the SAF (soc. Amer. For. L}TL) policy and plpers given at
the Portland meering, (N.w. sci. Assoc. LgTo). The p-oti.y was adopted by
the Canadian Instltute of Forestry at the 1971 Annu"l tUe.tittg, (Canadian
Institute of Foresrry L972).

CIF POLICY

STATEMENT

points of the policy statement are as foll-ows:
1. Natural- areas of suitable size and representative of the najor
forest sections in Canada should be established.
2. The natural areas shall be protected and if necessary rmanagedt
in order to maintain then.
3. The policy only mentions forested or tforest relatedr natural
areas. At the moment other nat,ural- areas (tundra, marine,
prairie' etc.) are considered to be outside the CIF!s jurisdiction, although recognllion and registration of such areas is

The naln

4.
5.
6-

considered desirabl_e .
Unique natural areas are recognized.
Standards are proposed for recogni.tion.
None of the poJ-lcy statement is really ori.ginal, it is nearly
all taken directly or developed from various sources, mainly
from the United States (see reference list).

The detalls of the registration system have not been worked out.
Obwiously there wil-l be coordlnation probJ-ems with a system of CIF liaison
officers' one in each of the CIF Sections. You will note that cooperation
with othet organizations and interested persons is stressed. Files would
be kept ln the crF head office at MacDonal-d college near Montreal.

rt is uy iupression that no other organization wants to take on
this Job, that foresters should be invol-vea ana that the crF is the logical
agency to get it started.
Reactions to the policy Statement
Reactions to the statenent have generally been favourable, but
several counentators have brought up the need for registration of natural
areas, other than forested ones and suggested that one central agency such
as the Department of the Environment, the Biological- Council of Canad.a, or
the National Research Council should do it

Also concern has been expressed over definition, size, the need
fmanagementr,
and the ability of the CIF to operate such a-Program'
for
General-ly-favourable or sympathetic comments have been received from individual piovinelal governrnent commentators in British Colurnbia, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario and Nova Scotia and, also, from the Canada Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development. No comment has been received from
Alberta, Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland or Prince Edward Island'
Further comnents will be requested at the October L97L natLonal meeting of
the CIF in Victoria, B.C. Commentary from the Canadian Cornmittee on Forest
Tree Breeding would also be appreciated.
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OF FOREST TREE GENE RESOURCES

CANADA: AN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTI\E
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)ttaua, Ontario
ABSTMCT

Forests cover about 487" of the 3.56 nillion square miles of Canadars
land surface, and include about 130 native tree species. Since the settlement of Canada by Europeans, the conversion of about 27" of forest land to
agricultural uses, together with extensive utilization of the rernaining
forest land for clns.tiptive forestry, has probably adversely affected forest
gene resources loeally, On a national scale, however, the erosion of forest
tree species
lene pools has been rll-atively srnall. None of the Canadian
erosion,
genetic
is in imnediate danger of either extinction or serious
southern
in
species
except in the c"s" of local populations of a few tree
evolved
being
Canada near urban and industrial centres. New taxa are still
to
this
contributed
as tree populations migrate, and manfs activities have
evolution.

Post-glacial history of the forest vegetation, vegetation dynamics,
spatial and ternporal relationships between species and habitat, climatic
fluctuations, role of disturbancls, compatibility of gene pool preservation
with other aspects of conservation' reproductive behaviour and future utiLLzato the
tion of species are all factors that should be considered in relation
diversity.
preservation i,n situ of the gene pool of a species in all its
bene pool preservat ion i,n silu tequires management of the designated areas
with well defined objectives. Such effort is expensive and considerable
planning is necess.ty b.fote committing a tract of forest land primarily
ior the purpose of glne pool conservation. Canadian efforts in this area
should be coordinated with those in the U.S.A.
INTRODUCTION

Increasing world-wide utilization of forest landscapes by rnan and
the paucity of "rr"J"tt"l types for the genetic improvement of agricultural
and horticultural species iras led to some interest in the conservation of
gene pools of fore"L t.". species (Food and Agriculture Organization 1969;
Frankel and Bennett 1970). This report examines the status of gene resources
of forest trees in Canada from an ecological viewpoint and describes some
ecological aspects of conserving these resources in situ. The views Presented here essentially represent an analysis of the general situation across
Canada; however, the existence of localized exceptions to the generalized
statements is recognLzed.
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THE CANADIAN

FOREST.

Post-slacial Historv
Most of Canada was covered by ice during the pleistocene. Following the retreaL of the glaciers, the land was colonized by species which
survived south of the glaciers and others which survived in refugia located
in central Alaska and in the Yukon. Many species from the south and east
migrated rapidly to deglaciated land. In recent times, these rnigrating
species have come in contact with the western populations in the southwestern
MacKenzie, southern Yukon and northern British Colurnbia. High population
variation occurs in these areas, where renewed contacts between closely
related species is resulting in hybridization. One example is the Picea
gLauea complex (Wright 1955). A somewhat similar si-tuation exists in the
case of Populus in the same area and in southern Alberta (Brayshaw 1965 a,b).
The Present Forests

Forests extend about. 41500 miles from the east to west j-n Canada
and cover 487" of. Canadars 3.56 million square miles of land surface. About
557" of this forest land is producLive, i.e., capable of producing merchantable wood (Anonymous 1970). It should be pointed out that so f.ai on]y 657"
of Canadj-an forests have been inventoried (R. Gri.nnel, personal communica-

tion).

The present Canadian tree populations are characterized by their
relative youth; in rnany parts of the boreal forests the land has been under
a tree cover for possibly less than 10 tree generations. Species ranges
are osci-llating at different rates (Maini 1960, L966) and the rate of species
movement is determined by opportunity, mlgration potential (including reproductive capacity), and ability to acclimatize rapidly to changing ecological
conditions (Rowe 1966). Broad distribution range and wide ecological arnplitude of many Canadian tree species would suggest that these species are

genetically very heterogenous.

About 130 native tree (above 13 feet tall) species constitute
Canadars foresLs. Two centres of ttspecies richness'r have been recognized
by Rowe' one in southern Ontario and the other in southern British Colurnbia.
From these centres, the number of tree species decreases tornrards the centre
of the country, as well as from south to north. For example, there are

approximately 30 tree species in British Columbia, 20 in Alberta (including
the Rockies) and 10 in Saskatchewan. There are perhaps 75 native tree sp"cies
in southern Ontario, 50 at the latitude of Ottawa and Montreal, half this
nunber (25) in the clay Belt, and again half as many (12) near James Bay
(Rowe L966),

IMPACT OF

MAN

Pri.or to European settlement, the activities of indigenous nan
apparently had very little impact on Canadars forests, particularly fron
the viewpoint of gene resources. However, almost all of the agricultural
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land in eastern Canada and a considerable portion in BriLish Columbia has
resulted from clearing of forests following settlement. This activity'
affecting possibly 27" of the total forest land, and selective cutting of
certain southern hardwoods for the furniture industry, has undoubtedly
resulted in some depauperation of gene resources of local populations.
However, according io Rousseau (1966) not even a single tree speci-es has
become extinct in eastern Canada since European settlement; this observation
is likely equally applicable to the rest of Canada.
I,lhile some of the non-productive and abandoned agricultural land
in eastern Canada is naturally reverting to forest by extension of the
surroundi-ng forests, plantation forests are being established in other areas.
On the other hand, some of the most productive agricultural land in the east
(formerly occupied by forests) is being utilized for urban and industrial
development. Major post-settlement impact on forests, however, is attributed
to the activities related to consumptive forestry.
From the viewpoint of gene resource conservation' it is significant
to note that at present, about 2.25 mLLLion acres of productive forest are
harvested annually (clear clu;L 877"; selection cut L27"; or]net 17.); of the
total forest area cut annually , 692 regenerates naturally (i.e., adequately
stocked for consumptive forestry) , L47. is planted, seeded or silviculturally
treated for seedb"d pr"p"ration (for natural seeding), and another L77 of
the land requiring silvicultural treatment is lefr untreated (R. Waldron'
personal communication). Up to 1965, a total of 1.85 rnillion acres of manregenerated by planting or seeding. This,
made forests were artificially
however, represents only 0.3% ot Canadats productive forest land' By 1985'
man-made forests flt3y amount to more than 10 rnillion acres' representing less
than 27" of productive forest land (Cayford and Bickerstaff 1968). The current
rates of planting and seeding would suggest that by the year 2000 man-nade

forests would constitute about
forest land.

47"

ot, at the most'

5%

of the productive

These data have a number of implications in the conservation of
gene resources:
1) Local gene resources are perpetuated on nearly 7O7" of the cut-

over which regenerated naturally.
2) The above data concerning adequate natural regeneration, are
viewed strictly from the consumptive forestry viewpoint; while
about 25 trees per acre is, perhaps, quite adequate to replenish
the local gene pool, this number is inadequate for consumptive
forestry. Therefore, while examj-ning data on the adequacy of
natural regeneration, distinction must be made between the
desirable levels of stocking for consumptive forestry and for
gene resource conservation. Therefore, some of the above statistics used to justify the need for the conservation of tree
gene resources in Canada (Roche L97L) should be employed with
caut ion.
3) Species regenerating naturally on a cut-over may be the same
as those harvested or other commercially valuable species.
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The above data concerning adequate stocking do
any shift in species composition.

not discriminate

4) Field observations show that ahnost all of the cut-over forest
land is colonized by some tree species; cut-overs devoid of
tree cover for an extended period are unconmon. Generally
such areas are colonized by intolerant pioneer species. There
is, however, nothing I'unnatural" about this situation because,
to my knowledge, pernanent occupancy of a given piece of forest
land by a particular species (or a particul-ar assemblage of
species) is not a ttnormal-tt or characteristic feature of Canadian
forests.

In some cases, the habitat created by cut-overs contributes to the
perpetuation of new and diverse gene pools. For example, in New Brunswick
hybrids between Pieea mar"Lana and, Picea rubens do not become established
in habitats occupied by either parents but are successful in disturbed areas
and cut-over forests (Morgenstern and Farrar Lg64),
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES

Forest conser:vation in it.s broadest sense includes resource conservation by wise management so that the resource may be used in perpetuity for
consumptive purposesr as well as for recreation, education and science.
Conservation of tree gene resources may have one or more objectives.
Conservation of tree gene pools for scientific purposes is already either
being considered or is already in action (e.g., by the International Biological
Program CT Conmittee (IBP-CT) and the Canadian Institure of Forestry (CIF)
Natural- Areas Comrittee). Conservation of tree gene resources for use in
consumptive and non-consumptive amenity forestry has long been practised
in Canada. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAo) is
with
"otr".rned
the consunptive forestry aspects of gene pool conservation on
an international
scale, and Canadafs National Parks include large tracts of natural tree
populations for amenity and recreation. Often t,ree gene pools are preserved
incidentally due to the reservation of forest land for some other purpose
such as recreation. This particul-arJ-y appl-ies to national and provinci-al
parks.
One objective of tree gene conservation which has so far received
little attention is that of recognizing and conserving tree species critical
i-n uraintaining ecosystem stability.
Canadats northern and centr"l forests
contain fewer tree species than those in rtareas of species richness'r in
southern Ontario and southern British Col-umbia. The latter forests could
perhaps tolerate the loss of a few specles, but the northern and central
forests could be more sensitive to such a loss.
GENE RESOURCE CONSERVATION METHODS

Methods proposed for the conservation of tree gene resources
include (a) arboreta, (b) clone banks, (c) pollen banks, (d) seed banks,
(e) tissue'culture and (f) forests in situ, in conjunction with other
objectives (Frankel and Bennett 1970).

of
of

methods have certain limitations and
prograrn will determine the method
particular
conservation
a
methods employed.

tree

A1l of the above

The following discussion
gene resources.

the objectives

or

combination

is confined to i'n situ conservation of

About 261500 square miles of forest land in canada are reserved
for National Parks and other non-consumptive uses. This does not necessarily
inply that tree gene resources are being conserved by this reserved forest
fana. From an e-ological viewpoint, consideration should be given to the
following facets of conservation of gene resources in situz

1) Static or Dvnamic Conservation? Is the intention to arrest
th. pr."."t .""l"ti."aty "t"te (st.atic conservation) or to
select and alter the present gene
allow natural forces to act,
pool?

2) Vegetation is not Static. A number of agencies (e'g', IBP,
tlat'ional Parks) do not include disturbance in their conservation scheme. Under undisturbed conditions, intolerant species
are at a distinct disadvantage.
3) Pollen Pollution. It is virtually irnpossible to maintain in
ffigeneticmake.upofapopu1ationindefinite1y.and pollen is
Spring progresses rapidly in northern latitudes
transport"d lotrg distances (f,i.ctrti-federovich and Ritchie 1965).
4) Climatic Considerations. In view of increasing ai-r pollution
consideration should be given
and its- eff"ct." o"
"egetation,
to the locations of rnajor pollution sources, topographic barriers to air maSS movement, and ocgurrence of any Semipermanent
inversions in relation to the location of the stand proposed
for in situ conservat,ion of gene resources.
5) Habitat DiversitV. In order to conserve gene resources in all
their diversity, it is important to provide diverse habitats.
A forest-resenred for gene resource conservation may consist
of a central core of undisturbed l-and with perhaps three concentric zones of increasing disturbance. Otherwise, undisturbed
(stabl-e) condit.ions, would become a selective force and over
the long-term period, tend to narrow the genetic base of the

population.
As indicated earlier, a change
6) species occupancv (long-term\.
- given Piece of forest land is
not tnly natural in Canadian forests, but may be in some cases
quite desirable. According to some, continued occupancy by
conifer crops nay uJ-timately result in site degradatlon, particularly on poor soils (Page 1968). In eastern canada, it has
been suggested that long-term occupation by black spruce degrades
some

sites.
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SOME GENEML CONSIDEMTIONS

The conservation of tree gene resources involves problems peculiar
to forestry, and agricultural experience does not apply equally to forest
trees. Some form of conscious or unconscious selection has been taking
place i-n agricultural plants since 7000 B.C. The selection of these annual
plants has been intensive and concentration on essentially one characteri-stic
(i.e., higher yields) has resulted in a narrow gene base. In contrast, Canadian forests are essentially in a wild state and only recently has a relatively small component been |thumanizedtt. Forest trees are long-l1ved, and have
many consumptive and non-consumptive uses. According to Stern (1970), genetically important features of trees include occurrence of wind pollination,
allogany, effective gene flow, high recombination index and generally broad
genetic variation in local populations.
From the Canadian viewpoint, the recommendati-ons by FAO (L969)
also require careful analysis. This report does not describe the basis on
which "Inlork" (exploration, utilization and conservation) priorities were
developed. Idtrile utilization i-nvolves technology and a demand, the priorities
set by FAo are certainly not the same as those which apply to canada.
CONCLUSIONS

As pointed out by Cronquest (I97L), "One can neither restore the
entire past, nor preserve the entire present for future generations.tl
Compromises have to be unde, and social, economic, industrial, technological
factors should be considered in defining the objective of a conservation
program. For exauple, according to l,IacNeil (1971), the Canadian population,
which in 1965 was about 20 rnillion, is expected to increase to 34 million
by the year 2000 and to 46 rnillion by 2020. Current trends suggest the
concentrati-on of the population in urban areas. In view of these forecasts,
one would not expect any consumptive forestry in southern Ontario in the
future and the si-tuation there could be somewhat similar to that described
by Richardson (1970) for Britain. Should r^re, then, embark on a major program
to conserve impoverished gene resources of southern hardwoods in all their
diversity?
Canadian forest vegetation is young, adapLable, genetically variable
and essentially in a wild state. This, together with the post-glacial history
and the fact that instability is an important feature of Canadian forests,
would suggest that these tree species have considerable rtgenetic resiliance".
Cut-over areas are at present generally being adequately restocked by natural
regenerati-on. The latUer regeneration method will be even more favoured if
aesthetic logging systems are introduced in response to demands for environnent quality. Economics of forestry operations in Canada also favour natural
regeneration.

General observations by Callaharn (1970) that foresters are not
faced with inminent loss of their wild species and that the preservation
of forest gene pools is not a pressing problern, are particularly applicable

to

Canada.
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A few researchers within the CFS have made preliminary analyses of
local problems that require attention (D.P. Fowler' personal couununication;
B.S.P. tr{ang, C.!,1. Yeatman and E.K. Morgenstern' personal communication);
these analyses are provided (Appendix II and III) in the hope of stimulating
further discussion and necessary action. For the purposes of broad national
strategy consideration should be given to fractionating Canadian tree-species
according to their distribution ringe (narrow- or widely-distributed) and
further subdividing into tolerant and intolerant species.
Conservation of gene resources in situ involves more than filling
out IBP-CT check sheets oi passing legislation. It requires the development and execution of well considered management plans for the designated
areas. The effort will be time consuming and expensive. It is, therefore,
necessary to have clearly defined objectives.
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FacuLty

of Lau, uniuersity of

Bn'LtisLt Colurnbia
Vaneow)er B, B.C,
INTRODUCTION

The development of legal and administrative methods by which
ecological reserves nay be established and maintained is dependent upon
an understanding of the diversity of sites to be considered for inclusion
in the system and upon the activities that will be carried out on such
areas. Several years of intensive work in the Conservation Section of the
International Biological Prograrnme (IBP-CT) have not resulted in any major
nev/ suggestions for the kinds of sites desired for the system of ecological
reserves. The original IBP guidelines (Nicholson 1968) recommended that:

(a) the areas should, taken together, conlain adequate and manageable samples of the entire range of major ecological formations
or ecosystems in the world and illustrate fhe degree of variation within eachl
(b) the series should include sites which, although they do not
qualify for inclusion under Lhe first criterion, support
species of plants and animals of outstanding interest or
great rarity;
(c) the series should include sites which are of scientific interest
because of the human nanagement to which they have been subjected, even if this has in some cases led to more or less farreaching modification of the biota;
(d) the series should include sites which are important because
they have been the scene of detailed and well-documented
research;

(e) the series should include sites which contain for example,
deposits of peat, lignite or sediment from which informati-on
may be obtained about past vegetational and climatic changes,
and also sites which are of special palaeontological importance;
(f)

the series should include sites which are of special physiographic or geomorphological interest and which represent
unusual habitats.

*Footnotes are listed at the end of this oaper.
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In selecting this series the following general considerations will
also be borne in mind:
(a) areas should be included whether or not they appear to be
under immediate threat. Experience has shown that no reliance
can be placed on the survival by good fortune even of very
remote areas, and a comprehensive series of the sites which
are required for science and education must be selected and
preserved if further irreplaceable material is not to be lost;
(b) other things being equa1, preference should be given to sites
that can conveniently be worked by existing or proposed research
institutions; to sites that can be supervised and rnanaged
effectively; and ro sites least likely to be affected by
adverse neighbouring development and by air and water pollution;
(c) areas must be of adequate size to support viable populations
of the species which characterize them and for whi.ch they
are established;
(d) research areas must also be large enough to allow for the
increasing amount of land demanded by modern field experimental
research, especially since disturbance or damage arising from
such research often rnodifies these areas and hence requires
resting or replacement of such sites from time to time;
(e) while consideration of amenities and attractiveness to
tourists should not determine the selection of an area for
protection for scientific purposes, there are sometimes
advantages in locating scientific reserves near to or within
larger areas of high landscape value, since it then becomes
justifiable to protect a Larger and more viable unit.
Although there will continue to be debate on the details of these
now appears to be concensus as to five broad
purposes of ecological reserves. One way of stating these purposes is as
fo1lows4:

original gui-delines, there

(a) to preserve representative examples of significant natural
ecosystems for comparison with those managed by man;
(b) to provide educational and research areas for the scientific
study of successional trends, evolution of species, interand intra- species relationships, and the balancing forces
in relatively undisturbed ecosystems;
(c) to provide educational and research areas for the scientific
study of other aspects of the natural environment such as
meteorological, geomorphologi-cal and pedological processes;
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(d) Lo provide educational and research areas for the scientific
study of recovery processes in ecosystems that have been
rnodif ied bY manl
(e) to serve as a natural gene pool for the preservation of species
of plants and animals and their habitats.
This is the setting by which this symposium may view the question
of a national policy for the conservation of forest gene resources- It is
assumed in this paper that the concept of forest gene resources is a wide
plantations of both indigenous
one that includes natural forests, artificial
collections'and clone
provenance
arboreta,
stands,
seed
species,
and exot.ic
purposes of ecological
broad
the
(Richardson
of
two
At
least
1970).
archives
genecology in
and
genetics
of
studies
to
relevant
directly
reserves are
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natural
heterogeneous,
large,
of
maintenance
the
forests; namely,
a variety
for
vegetafion
natural
of
laboratories
outdoor
and the provision of
experimental
an
have
is
to
objective
The
unifying
of reseaich objecLives5.
framework by which either information or genotypes from baseline areas are
compared with information or genotypes from other ecosystems, especially
thoie managed by man. The central lega1 and administrative questions with
respect to fhis objective are:
(a)

llow are selected areas to be given long-term tenure and
legally enforceable protection against encroachments from
external and incompatible land-uses?

(b)

How

is on-site use of an ecological reserver after its
establishment, to be regulated to ensure perpetuation of
those features for which the reserve was selected?

To provide answers to Ehese questions, canada council provided funds
for the establishment of a legal committee within the Faculty of Law at the
University of British Colurnbia. From the beginning it was contemplated that
one of the functions of the committee would be to provide advice to the IBP
regi-onal panels and, if called upon to do so' write briefs for presentation
In this paper we will describe the work of the
to governrnental officials.
and present some of its conclusions concerning the 1egal and
"orritt""
administrative problems relating to the naintenance of gene pools in eeological reserves.
LEGAL AND ADMINISTMTIVE REQUIRE},GNTS FOR GENE POOI MT\INTENANCE

Legislation

Needed

Part of the work of our committee was to determine what legislation
was necessary for the creation of an ideal ecological reserves,progranme
in Canada. Because the IBP envisaged a national system of ecological reserves
and because much could be gained by having a single system that would avoid
duplication of administration, hte investigated the possibility of placing
the responsibility for an ecological reserves progranme with the federal
governm-nt. However, in our federal system of government the land and
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resources are admi-nistered by the provincial governments. Consequently, in
order to establish a federal system of reserves it would be necessary for
each province to give title to ecological reserve sites to the federal
government much as is done to create national parks. However, provinces
jealously guard the land which they administer and it seems, iherefore, that
any scheme for ecological reserves would have to recognize that provincial
lands would remain under the control of the provinces.

This does not bar federal participation however. The lands of the
northern territories are under federal ovmership and legislative jurisdiction
and contain a large number of valuable ecological reserve sites, as do the
national parks6. The role of the federal gorr"rrr*.rrt in protecting these
sites should be the same as the role of the provincial governments in protecting sites within their boundaries. In addition, the federal government
could provide much needed financial support for the provincial programmes.
At the time of our surveyr w€ concluded that legislation would
be needed in all jurisdictions to establ-ish an ecological reserves programme,
and thaL such legislation should provl_de for:
(a) acquisition of land;
(b) designati.on of reserves;
(c) restrictions on disposition of reserved lands;
(d) the appointmenL of an administrator and an advisory committee;
(e) the power to make regulations for the
programme.

management

of the

Since that time British Columbia has enacted an Ecological Reserves ActT
containing some, but not all, of the features we feel are necessary.

In most cases, new legislation would not be necessary to allow the
provi-nces to acquire and designate land as an ecological reserve. Expropriation acts are generally broad enough t.o allow purchase of ecological reserves
and crown lands acts generally contain provisions allowing the designation
of certain cror/n lands for public purposes. However, existing legislation
would provide little protection for such reserves once designated, would
not provide for nanagement of the reserves, and would offer no guidance to
administrators considering sites proposed for inclusion in the reserves
system.

Moreover, although ecological reserves may often be created frorn
crown lands, where unique areas are sought or where there is very little
crown land available, such as in southern Ontario and the Maritime provinces,
privately held land will be required. Therefore a model act should contain
provisions for exchange, purchase and expropri.ation of lands as well as an
authorization to accept gifts. In some cases private ohrners will not wish
to give over clear title to the government department administering reserves

s4

and therefore a partial donation of the land in some form that would leave
the formal title unimpai-red or on1-y partially impaired such as a determinable
fee sirnple or an easement should be acceptable within a reserves systemS.
Vacant land held in a natural condition will- increase in value with continued
population and urban growth. Tax incentives are one method of encouraging
private holders to preserve their land and groups such as the Nature Conservancy actively lobby for special tax status of designated lands. Provision
for tax relief, in the form of a clause in a reserves act or an amendment
to taxation acts, might gain provincial approval if there is a responsibly
run, permanent progranme.

In addition, much existing cro\^rn land is already encumbered. Gtazing permits, mineral leases, timber licences, and petroleum exploration
licences are all examples of legal1y binding contracts which must be recognized. It is not part of our legal history to confiscate such i-nterests
without compensation and in some cases compensation would be prohibitively
expensive. For those encumbrances thaL will expire at a fixed date if no
work is done or discovery made, ecological reserves legislation might provide
that leases of lands within an ecological reserve not be renewed when they
expire.
Perhaps the most important requirement of ecological reserves

legislation is that it should protect the reserves against the many conflicting land uses that exist. Partial protection can be provided by giving the
admi.nistering the reserves the power to rnake regulations restricting
"g-n"y
or prohibiting all uses. We felt that such measures were inadequate because
a government might be persuaded to al1ow conmercial development which offered
attractive economic prospects for the province. InIe also feared that areas
rnight be removed frorn the reserve system altogether in response to economic
demands.

of meetj-ng these threats is to include in the legislation
a declaration that the lands are to be held in trust for ecological reserve
purposes. Because this technique is relatively unused in Canada it is difiicutt to predict its effect. However, it may enable members of the public
to intervene if the reserves \^lere not nanaged in an aPpropriate nanner'
Certainly it would serve to draw to the attention of those charged with
administration of the reserves the importance of their dutiesv.
One way

Another means of protecting the reserves from the pressures that
rnight be exerted by those favoring other uses of the land is to force
decisions involving modification of the boundaries of a reserve to as high
a political body ai possible and provide a means for assuring that the
arluments in favor of continued reserve status will be effectively rnade
beiore that body. Accordingly, we suggest that the Lieutenant-Governor-in
Council, that is the Cabinet, be required to make the order withdrawing
lands from the programme after an Advisory Cornrnittee has presented its
position, preferably with the aid of public hearings.
The Advisory Cornmittee should be comprised of a rnajority of noncivil servants who would be experienced in administration' industry,
education and the various branches of science that will use the reserves.
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This is the body that would formulate policy for the programme and act. as
its defender. It also would be the body responsible for evaluating and
regulating the conflicting demands for preservation and use of the areas.
Ecological reserves legislation must also include provisions
protecting the reserves frorn dispositi-ons that might be made under other
acts. For example, provincial forestry officials often have the power to
grant cutting privileges and grazing permits on unoccupied crovm lands.
Protection from these threats can be afforded by specifically excluding
the application of all other acts to ecological'reserve land;10.
In most cases hunting and fishing can be controlled by the regulatory
Powers granted under the ecological reserves act and the fish and wildlife

acts of the province or territory.

As yet' an unsettled difficulty
for both the territories and the
provinces will be native hunting rights. Such rights of course may be
bargained for and the native peoples themselves hopefully will see the
value of protecting segments of their landscape from the ravages of technological society.

Ecological reserves can also be adversely affected by activities
taking place on adjoining lands. For example, the discharge of effluent
or stream diversion upstream from an ecological reserve could affect the
characteristics for which it was set aside and designated. Therefore, some
provision should be made so that the administrators of the reserve are
consulted through departmental channels in advance of the issuance of permits
under water or pollution control acts. This requirement may involve an
amendment to such statutes.
Management

of Reserves

Management of ecological reserves in our model statute was lefL
to a management authority staffed from the government department responsible
for the progranme. This body would be responsible to the Minister who would
establish policies in consultation with his Advisory Committee. Of course,
the rnanagement authority would be limited to the por^/ers delegated to it by
the Minister and the Act.

Specific regulatory powers should be included in the act so as to
lay the foundation for the exercise of authority required to manage the
progranme while at the same ti-me avoiding too broad and unspecified powefg
which could lead to a deviation from the purposes of ecological reservesll.
The management authority, r^rith the advice of the Advisory Committee,
should be empowered to make classifications of reserves, to apply the
classifications to particular reserves for nanagement purposes and to prepare
and publish management plans for the reserves.

There should be a general restriction agai-nst using an ecological
reserve in any nanner inconsistent with the purposes for which it has been
designated or inconsistent with any use classification or nanagement plan
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established for it. A provision that would prohibit hunti-ng and fishing or
other casual use of the land could not be enacted until ecologieal reserves
are posted, fenced or otherwise provided with apparent boundaries which
would give fair warning to the public. Such regulatory power should be
available for use at a later stage when Ehose ecological reserves requiring
this very strict protection are designated and protected with boundary fences
or markers.

In order to provide for the management of ecological reserves many
questions need to be answered about the use that will be made of these
reserves. One such question is whether manipulative techniques will be used
to manage vegetation. If reserves are to be managed to Preserve the features
for which they were designated the effect of other statutes will have to be
excludedl2. i'or example, if fire is considered an essential element then
some provincest fire control statutes will have to be amended or excluded
from operation; the same would apply to noxious weed control. These may
seem like minor points but it is essential to meet them before difficulties
develop. After a fire is started or 2-4 D has been sprayed it is too late
to make amendments to existing legislation.
A more difficult question is whether the research needs of plant
breeders, geneticists and geneeologists are compatible with the management
criteria that would need to be developed to ensure long-term protection
of important features in ecological reserves. For example, does the IBP
objective of maintaining large, heterogeneous gene pools within ecological
reserves allow the introduction, by planting or grafting, of any genotyPes
from outside the designated reserve area? Might it be necessary to have
a separate system of "experimental forests" into which diverse genotypes
may be i-ntroduced for testing purposes? What kind of zoning criteria should
be recommended to those who will formulate and enforce regulations? These
questions cannot be resolved by the authors of this paper. However, it is
irnportant that these problems be introduced for discussion because the
development of 1egal and administrative methods by which ecological reserves
will be managed is dependent upon an understanding of the activities that
are likely t; be proposed for such areas and upon agreement as to which
proposed activities are compatible with maintenance of the features for which
a particular reserve \^/as established.
Another questi-on that deserves further consideration is the case
of peripheral or disjunct populations of species that elsewhere may have
apparently secure populations (Cain 196S). What biological or genetic
criteri-a can one put forth to assist the admini-strator or politician who
has been urged to provide protecti-on for a population of some particular
species that may be rare in his political jurisdiction but which occurs
massively elsewhere? Is there justifiable provinci-a1ism in such cases?
Are there special biological phenomena, such as the species tolerance limits
with respect to some environmental variable, that can best be studied at the
geographic limits of a species distribution? The rigidity of protective
*."i.ttl" will, in many cases, depend upon the answers to questions such as
these. In the case of forest genetics, this question may be international
in character because frequently the countries in which certain seed trees
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are located, and which are therefore responsible for their conservation, are
not always the countries that are most directly interested in such genetic
materials (Bouvarel L970). Do forest geneticists have an obligation to
preserve, either within ecological reserves or perhaps by other systems of
conserving genetic materials, the habitats that support provenances of special
significance to plant breeders or plantation managers here and in other
countries? For example, should British Columbia provenances of Sitka spruce,
Douglas-fir or lodgepole pine that are of proven superior value for plantations in Britain or continental Europe be considered during site selection
for ecological reserves in this Province? If so, then organizations such as
the Committee on Forest Tree Breeding in Canada, or perhaps the interested
working groups of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations,
would appear to have a responsibility to provi-de both criteria that would
guide site selection and criteria by which such reserves should be regulated
to protect the genetic material of particular interest.
Recognition that there may be a number of different types of
ecological reserves would appear to be the most practical way of approaching
the problems outlined above. For this purpose it is useful to draw upon
the experience gained in Britaints series of Nature Reserves. Although
Britain does have certain Reserves that are examples of relatively undisturbed habitats and are set aside entirely to preserve the fauna and ilora, there
are others that are deliberately managed as Nature Reserves under some kind
of intervention; sLill others are thought of and managed primarily as public
open spaces but are also important refuges for fauna and flora that survive
there despite the disturbance (Nicholson L957). In a world of increasing
disturbance to the land surface, ecotypes adapted to such disturban"e ray
themselves take on great value as important gene pools of the future
(Bradshaw I97O). Therefore we envisage that ecological reserves will be
zoned and classified according to type by the ilEnagement authoriry.
PROSPECTS FOR PROVINCIAL ECOLOGICAL RESERVES SYSTEMS

IN

CANADA

Political reality may reveal that Ehe model we propose is impractical or unrealistic in a parti-cular province. Alternative methods of
preserving those segments of the environment that must be preserved are
available. The history of the British Columbia Ecological Reserves Act
illustrates this.
Starting in 1965, discussions were held between the members of the
IBP-CT Committee and officials of the Department of Lands and Forests. A
joint committee composed of government officials and university scientists
was established to select various areas that had been check-sheeted. Those
areas approved by the committee and the Department were set aside under a
temporary "map reserve"l3. Under the Land Act, there $ras no authority for
this procedure, but in 1970 a new Land Act was passed, which expressly
empowered the Minister to temporarily withdraw cror.rn land from disposition
if he considered it to be in the public interestl4. The Lieutenant-Governorin-Council was giver.r_the power to create and cancel permanent withdrawals
for public purposesr 5. Such power would have been sufficient to set asid.e
crown lands for an ecological reserves progranrme and indeed little more
than that is being sought in some provinces todayl6. However, the British
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Columbia government felt that one specific piece of legislation would be
required to protect and effectively manage a comprehensive reserves progranme.
Our legal committee was asked by I'lr. D. Borthrvick, the Deputy Minister of
Lands, to submit a brief in which we set out what we considered to be a
philosophy of ecological reserves and the major provi-slons we thought should
be included in the previously discussed model statute. Although not all
our recommendations were enacted j-nto the British Columbia Ecological
Reserves Act, the Act does provide che basic structure from which other
statutes might grow.
From this history we draw two lessons. First, governments may
favor moving cautiously with a programme of the sort envisaged by the IBP-CT.
The British Columbia Government was clearly recepti.ve to creating r.eserves
and to enacting a statute to provide a basis for the programme. However,
it exhibited a strong preference for a slmple statute. Its arguement was
that too little is known at the current time about the needs of the programme
and consequently it is better to provide for the programme in a simple fashion
and make any necessary elaborations later through the regulatory po\^/ers
incorporated in the Act.

The second lesson that may be learned from the experience in
British Columbia is that the programme may best be initiated by government
officials designating sites under any powers or procedures currently available
to them. Then, as these officials become more and more involved, they will
This seems to have been the
see the need for more detailed legislation.
progression of events in Briti-sh Columbia, Ontario, and the UniLed States,
all of which now have active on-going programmes.
The first step in getting a progranrne started is to find some
desirable ecological reserve sites on cror^rn land that are not needed for
other purposes and then convince the government that these sites should be
reserved. Crovm lands can usually be withdrawn from disposition for public
purposes (of which ecological reserves should be one)17. The power to make
temporary withdrawals is given to the minister in charge of provincial lands
in British Columbia rnrhereas permanent withdrawals in most provinces require
Cabinet approvallB. Other provinees are also likely to have informal wiLhdrawal procedures. No province's land legislation expressly mentions ecological reserve sites nor does if provide adequate regulatory authority to
manage a functioning programme. Minor amendments to existing legislation'
although useful in getting endangered areas protected in the short run, will
be inadequate to deal with nanagement problems. Some sort of overseei-ng
body will be required to coordinate reserves. Barring the model provisions
mentioned earlier, a system based on a mixture of private and.public lands
such as exist in some of the state programmes may be required'r. University
research areas, agriculture stations, selected park areas, experimental
forests, nature conservancies and private tracts could be dedicated to
ecological reserve principles with minimum funding being provided by a
provincial government gr"ttt2O. Even in this most basic scheme some form of
legislative framework will be required to attract lands and ensure their
preservat ion.
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Another alternati-ve is to use existing provincial park legislation,
which often contains references to natural areas or areas of scientific
interest2I. Such acts almost invariably contain provisions for acquiring
lands by purchase and expropriation. Adrninistration is clearly laid out and
regulatory powers are extensive. In most cases the basic act would require
a few minor amendrnents to specify that ecological reserves are to receive
special treatment, that the public may be excluded and that use is to be by
pernit only. In some cases the dedication to public use and enjoyment for
recreation i-n the preamble of parks acts would raise serious legal problems
if the public is to be barred from entry22. However, the major difficulty
with including areas of scientific interest within parks is the confusion
that the public and administrators will experience in trying to distinguish
between the goals for whi-ch these areas are to be used and the goals of
parks as we know them.
CONCLUSIONS

The 1egal techniques required to establish and protect ecological
reserves are readily available. However, nany government officials appear
to remain unconvinced about the need for such reserves. Even in those
provinces that are establishing reserves, offici-als are not convinced that
the kind of legislati-ve protection we describe here is needed. The problem
is that there is no clear public or governmental support for the creation
of a system of reserves for the more or less exclusive use of scientists.
Greater effort seems needed from interested scientists to convince the public
and governments of the value of an ecological reserves progranme.

There ate a number of difficult barriers to overcome. In the
first place, the long-term maint.enance of gene pools for possible future
use is going to present difficult adrninistrative problems because such a
management goal comes into conflict hrith the prevalent ethic of those who
think that no piece of land should sinply be allowed to sit. It is not only
developers and politicians but also wildlife or forest managers - and ofterl
scientists themselves - who urge that one must do something with the land
(Norris 1970)

A second problem is that nany questions remain unansrirered concerning
ecological reserves making it more difficult to sell the progranme to
governmental officials.
They would like to know how much the programme will
cost; yet uncertainty about the appropriateness of classification schemes
makes it impossible to give realistic estimates of the number of plant
communities that must^be protected and consequently of the total land area
that r^rill be requiredzs. Other questions involve the use that is to be made
of the sites. For example, how often is it realistic to assume that educational use can be made of the sites by our secondary schools? Or, as we
have asked above, are the research needs of plant breeders cornpatible with
the management criteria to be established for ecological reserves, or will
additional land be necessary for them? The sooner firm answers can be
provided to these questions and others like them, the sooner we will be able
to convince public officials that the ecological reserves progranme is well
thought out and worth establishing.
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It is hoped that IBP and related prograrnrnes wil-l provide a direct
way to preserve habitats and gene resources of irnportant vegetation types'
but the legislation that will lead to direct protection of samples of such
habitats will come about only if groups such as the participants in this
symposium can demonstrate to the public and to the law-makers why it is
vital to future plant-breeding progranmes that we protect currently unexploited genetic material. This is not. a sirople concept to convey to non-geneticists but it must somehow be done.
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athi" statement is based on fettens fnom each of the regionaf chainmen
of IBP-CT. We had sent them a d::aft statement of objectives that was
very much like the statement in the text. Thein responses indicated
general ag:reement although minon diffenences of opinion ::emained concelln-

ing wonding.

of long-tenm pnotection can be seen fnom the now classic
demonstr:ation of genotypic nesponse of plants to focaf habitats by
Cl-ausen and his co-wonkers. Thein Hanvey Monr-oe Hall- Natunal Area in the
Tioga Pass of the Sie:rna Nevada totats about seven squalle miles and since
l-932 has served fon long-term testing by reciprocal tnansplanting of
ecotypes and thei:: antificial hybrid progeny. J. Clausen' 1969, The
Hanvey Monroe Hal-I Natural- Area, Publication No. 459, Carnegie Inst.,

5The value

Washington, D.C. See al-so A.R. I(nuckeberg, 1970, ItNatunal Areas scientific val-ue and the consel:vation ethictt. Natunal- A::eas - leeds and
opportunities, p. 11, Continuing Education Books, Corvallis, Onegon.

6While national- panks aue guananteed pnotection in per"petuity unden the
National Panks Act, n.S.C: 1971-, c. N-13, additionaf measures will- be
needed to pnotect ecological sites within the parks from necneational
users. tenr"itorial- Iand may be set aside for public pullposes unden the
Ten::itorial- Lands Acto R.S.C. l97l-, c. T-6, and the Land Use Regulations
unden that act pnovide fo:: permit system fo:: vanious land use pnactices.
The l-and can be zoned to pnovide fon varying degrees of protection and
it is most probabte that ecological nesenves will- receive the highest
pnotective designation. The Land Use Regulations have necently been
limited in
lazetted (;uty E, tSZf) but unfor:tunately have been sevenely
the game
unden
issued
ipplication. In conjunction, negulations can be
of
fauna
the
of
ondinances of the teruitonies to pnotect al-l or some
to
protection
of
a resenve. While these measures pnovide some degnee
managerange
long
ecological- nesenve sites, they do not pnovide fon the
ment of the rese:rves.

6I

TEcological Resenves Act, S.B.C. 1971, c. l-6.
8A d.eterminabl-e fee simple is menely a conditionalgrant of title which
revents to the original owner? if the resenve is no longer used and
maintained as such. Unden an easement a night of use io:r specified
punposes woul-d be gnanted to the reserve administnatons. Title remains
with the oniginal owner but both he and the administnator"s ane pr:evented
from doing anything inconsistent with the tenms of the easemenr.
9orr"
occasion on which a tnust dedication has been used is the
"u.ou
establ-ishment
of the Creston Valley Wil-dlife Management A::ea und.en the
Act of the same name - S.B.C. 1968, c. 14, s. 3(1):
3. (1) The Cneston Va1ley Wildl-ife Management Area is he::eby resenved,
set apant, and established fon the punposes of wildl-ife conser:vation,
management, and development, and shall- be held by the Cnown in night
of the province in tnust fon those purposes.

the counts would allow an individual- to enforce such a tnust
dedication without the consent of the Attonney-Genenal- is anothen disputed
Whethen

question.
l0An example of how this might be done is found
Resenves Aeto S.B.C. 1971, c. 16, s. 5:

in the B.c.

Ecol-ogical

5. 0n the coming into fonce of this Act, any anea thereaften
established as an ecological- neser:ve under this Act shalr- be
immediately withdrawn and resenved from any further disposition
that might otherwise be granted unden the pnovisions of any Act on
l-aw in force in the Pnovince, includingo without limiting the
genenality of the fonegoing, dispositions under the Land Act,
Fonest Acto Grazing Act, waten Act, Mineiral- Act, placermining Act,
Coal- Acto Petroleum and Natr:::al- Gas Act, 1965, Waten Resounces Act,
on Mines Rights-of-Way Act.
llln oun study of the United States Reseanch Natural- Aneas pnogramme we
noted that such detailed negulatony powen helps the nesenve managers
to maintain nesenves fon the punposes fon which they wene dedicated.
12An .xample of the type of conflict envisaged hene
is the absolute duty
imposed upon the Cnown and private land holders to enad.icate weeds in
Manitoba unden the Noxious weeds Act, R.s.M. 19700 c. N-lrO on in B.c.
the Forest Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 53, s. I27(I), which provides fon
cutting of diseased timben on both pnivate and cnown lands.
I 3The map neserve designation was
cneated by a l-etten fnom the Minister of
Lands to othen government depa:rtments stating that the land was temponanily
set aside fon a specific purpose such as a gnavel pit, ecologieal reserve
on Pnoposed highway route. These map resenve lettens were menely filed
and the nesenver continued until_ l_ifted by the Ministen.
l4land Act, S.B.C. 1970, c. 17, s. 12, neplacing R.S.B.C. 19600 c. 206.
1sid., s.

t-l-.
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with the map nesenves there had been ttNatur:e Consenvancytt
designations unden the Pank Act, S.B.C. 1965, c. 31 which contained areas
of scientific intenest but were open to the public and had not supponted

I 6concunnent

any reseanch function.
17Fon example:

'

Publ-ic Lands Act, R.S.A. 1970, c. 297 o s. l-O(e):
The Lieutenant Govennon in Council may
(e) set aside public fands
(i) for: use as provincial panks, histonical sites, natunal
areas o wilderness areas, game pl?esenves o bir:d sanctuanies,
public shooting g::ounds or public ::esonts or fon the development of anv natunal- nesounce.

Act, R.S.M. 19700 c. C-340, s. 7(f):
7(I) The Lieutenant Gover:non in Council may
(d) set aside Crown Lands for use as provincial parks, forest
nesenves, game nesenves, bird sanctuaries, public shooting gnounds
on public resonts on fon any other simifan public punpose.

Cnown Lands

Act, S.B.C.1970, c. 17o s. 11:
11(f) The Lieutenant Govennor: in Council may, fon any punpose
that he considens advisable in the public interesto by notice
signed by the ministen and published in the Gazette, nesenve
Cnown l-and fnom disposition unden the provisions of this Act.

Lands

(2) The Lieutenant Governon in Council may, by notice signed by
the ministen and published in the Gazette, amend on cancel in
whol-e on in part any neselrve of Cnom fand established unden
this Act on any fonmen Act.
l8land Act. S.B.C. 1970, c. 17, s. L2:

L2.

minister may, fon any purpose that he considens advisabl-e
in the public intenest, temponar:ity withdraw Cnown land from
disposition unden this Act, and he may amend or cancel such

The

withdnawal.
I O-

"t'on

exampl-e:

Indiana see:

A.A. Lindsey, D.V. Schmel2, S.A. Nichols' l-970, Natunal Aneas
in Indiana and thein Pnesenvation, pp. 7-8 Univensity of
Notne

Dame.

'

A nature pnesenve is a natunal a::ea which has been dedicated
on committed as such, in what is intended to be penmanent status'
by a govennmental-, conponate or pnivate ownen.....

history of l-osses of fndiana natunaf aneas which an
individual- ownen on family had intended to pnotect in

The

perpetuity is such a sad one that no area should be termed a
Itnature preserverr without fonmal and legally binding eommitment
as such. Dedication of a pnivately owned anea takes place when
the ownero while netaining ownership and appnopniate use of his
natuna.l- area, makes it an official rrnature presenvett by signing
away his (and his heirs ) night to r'l_ouse it up'f .
The Citizens Committee fo:: Nature Consenvation (Il-l-inois)
the following definition of 'rnatune preservefr

recommended

fon legisl_ative

put?poses

An area of land or water in public on pnivate ownership which

is fonmally dedicated to being maintained as nearly as possible
in its natunal condition; which anea either netains to some
degnee its primeval chanacter (though it need not be completely
natural and undistunbed at the time of dedication) on has
unusual fl-ona, faunao geological or archeological features
of scientific o:: educational- val-ue and which a::ea is used in
a mannen and unden l-imitations consistent with its continued
preservation, without impainment, distunbance, on antificialdevelopment, fo:: the public purposes of scientific reseanch,
education, esthetic enjoyment and providing habitat fon plant
and animal species and communities and othen natunal- objects.
Ver:mont see:

H.W. Voge.l-mann, 1969; Vermont Natur"a.l- Aneas, Central Planning
Office and fntenagency Committee on Natunal- Resounces, Montpel-ien.
New Hampshine see:

Natunal- Ar"eas of New Hampshire suitable fon eco.l-ogical nesearch,
1971-, Publ-ication /ll4, Depantment of Biological Sciences,
Dantmouth College, Hanover.
20l,thi1u sueh indinect means of
consenving gene resources l-ack the longtenm safeguards that we woul-d desine, these various forms of l-and
al-ienation should not be overl-ooked as bases fo:: long-tenm agneements
on under-standing with respect to pnotection. Fedenal grants may also
be a sounce fon obtaining funds fon land acquisition as evid.enced by the
cneation of the Second Centuny Fund for B.C. Although l-ittl-e is knoqn
about this fund at the time of wniting it seems to be a fedenal govennment
centennial grant of $4.7 mil-l-ion to be administened by a fede::al appointee.
The monies wil-l be used to punchase tracts of l-and fon ecofogical and
natune education. see, rrsecond centur.y Fund to pnesenve B.c. Landrro
The Vancouver Sun, July 2, Lg7L, p. 2, col- . 4.
2lPank legislation fnom which natunal anea designations might be obtained ane:

National- Panks Act, R.S.C., I97I, c. N-13;
Park Act, S.B.C., 1965, c. 31, s. 6(1);
P::ovincial- Panks Act, R. S. A. 1970 , c. 288 o s. 8;
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Pnovincial Parks, Protected Aneas, Recneation sites and
Antiquities Act, R.S.S., 1965, c. 54, ss' 3-4;
Provincia.L Parks Act, R.S.M., 1970, c. P-20, s' S(f );
Provincial- Panks Acto R.S.O. 1960, c. 314, s' 3(6);
Parks Act, S.N.B., 1961, c. 14, s. f(d);
P:rovincial- Parks Act , R. S. N. S. , 1967 , c. 244 , ss ' 6'7 ;
Pnovincial Parks Acto S.P.E.I. ' 1956, c. 25, ss' 5-9;
Pr"ovincial Panks Act' R.S.Nfl-d., 1952, c. 49, s' 9'
Quebec

Legislation does not contain such a provision.

There are al-so other fonms of land alienation such as municipal watersheds,
Defence Depantment lands, lands held by other public agencies on Crown
corporations and also by private persons, all of whom may manage their
'r-nr f,I1
;- Oi '.'i"
nr"aetr'cal oUfpOSeS, resenvOins Of
th:t
themvt
LrrErrr t rfoi"
tltql\sD
WqJ
Lllq U makes
Jdllu
such areas may never be officially
even
though
impontant genetic mater.ia.ldesignated as ecological nesenves.
22some p:rovincial panks legislation contain preambles dedicating the fands
of parlcs to the use and enjoyment of the public. An ecologicaf neserve
might requine excl-usion of the public and only limited access to
scientists which would obviously not be a recreational- use. Most
dedication provisions incl-ude "educationil and therefore the pnoblem is
avoided, but even wher:e it is not, the courts might hold that a member of
the general public has no legal standing to enfor:ce the dedication and
that only the Rttorney-Genera1 may nepresent the people. American courts
have tended to recognize the individualts right to maintain this type
of action and canadian cour"ts might fol-low in the future.
23one practical problem in an ecological :resenves prognamme is that of knowing whene to locate reserves that will be repiresentative of habitats in

th6 pofitical jurisdiction that is establishing them. Not surprisingly'
this problem is foncing re-appraisal- of past philosophies and prior-ities
in the va:rious uppoo-.h.s to ecological study of .l-andscapes. Fon example,
in the United States where cl-assification down to a plant community on
ecosystem level- has narefy been stressed in ecological studies, the:re is
now r:ealization that a high prionity fon the Section C.T. plrogramme must

be to establ-ish critenia by which ecosystems can be classified; E.M'
Nichol-son, l-968, Hand,tl.ok to the Conservation Section of lhe.InleTn-atig{ta]

ll Sciehtific
giotogicai Pnogn
,r:-I --^aa
l-'^'lzl
in
Pnntlan
@Atal97ImeetingonnaturalareasheIdinPortland,
Oregono much emphasis was placed on the inadequacy of cu::nent classification
schemes and the pnoblem of reaching agreement on a classification scheme
that woufd be a suitabte guide for site selection of ecological nesenves'
In contrast, where thene has been gneaten use of the European approach
to ecologicit studies of vegetationo with its emphasis on plan!-community
descniption and classification, it is now possibl-e to pnoceed dinectly
to the task of actual site sefection for resenves. British Columbiaois
with its wel.l--documented division into eleven biogeocfimatic zones,
a good example of the latten; V.J. Krajina' 1969,ttEcology of Forest
tnees in gritish columbiart, Ecology of wester:n Nontlr.Amenlc+r_VoI. 2,
pp. I-126. There is, in aaaTlionin eritish Cotumbia a fainly aecunate
6s

knowledge that there ane about l-30 basic plant communities (plant associations) in the fonested parts of the Pnovincers e.l-even zones, about 60
in gnassland and alpine tenrestnial- habitats, and 80 in aquatic (manine,
lacustrine 'and swampy) habitats. The knowl-edge that thene ane about 270
diffenent habitats repeatedl-y occurring in B:ritish Columbia provides an
excellent basis on which to plan site se.l-ection fon ecol-ogical reseltves.
One suggestion by V.J. K:rajina, l-g7l_o ttTechniques fon selecting and
al-l-ocating land for natune consenvation in Bnitish col-umbi€r"o p. 6 of
Mimeo paper to be presented at Twetfth Pacific Science Congress, Canberna,
is that each of these 270 general habitats be nesenved in triplicate to
increase the l-ikelihood of preservation of each one and that in only one
of the thnee examples of a par:ticular habitat woul-d scientific experimentation be allowed. This suggestion does not mean that there need to be
810, on even 270, ecological lreserves in Bnitish Columbia because any one
reserve will- usual-ly contain five to ten diffenent habitats :repnesented
by diffenent plant communities. Funthermone, many of the plant communities
wil-l- be neplicated simply by assuning that resenves ane establ-ished in each
of the el-even biogeoclimatic zones.
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THE FINNISH STANDARD STANDS FOR FORESTRY RESEARCH

Max. Ilagman

Forest Resewch fnsh)tute
Eoz,est Tree Breeding Station,

Maisala, FinLutd
INTRODUCTION

Anyone who has worked for some time in the field of forest genetics
and forest tree breeding is fanillar with the question: "Could you, please,
send me some sanples from four to six localities in your country together
with a description of the stand from whlch the seed was collected?r' And
everybody knows the many different ways in which such requests have been
met in the past.

The tree breeder hinself ls frequently faced with the problem of
obtaining seed lots of certain origin for his experiments, for provenance
experirnents with autochthonous and foreign provenances and to detetmine how
far one can move seed within his own country. Another field where seed
lots of known origin are required is for comparative tests of the performance of seed from plus stands, seed orchards, crosses for progeny testing'
etc.
The variation ln seed lots from different localities and even from
different stands is very great. If valid couparisons are to be made in the
future it wtll be necessary to have at hand, seed of the same origin used
in the past. We al-l know how difficult it has been to follow up the old
international provenance experiments, e.g. with Norruay Spruce, because it
is almost lmpossible to go back to the stands the seed originally came from
and because the descriptions of the stands are in many cases insufficient.

Besldes these problerns, there is a rapidly expanding one, in that
more and more forest cul-tivations are taking place with seed that might not
in all cases be of the l-ocal race. Even in a country such as Finland, we
wll-l- at sorne time in the future, be faced with the problem of loosing most
of the origlnal ttlardracett. How are we then going to compare the products
of breeding with what we had before and how are we going to conserve the
original- gene pool?

It is clear, that some of the original forest will always be left
in inaccessible places and in National Parks set aside for the conservatlon
of nature, but in nany cases these forests do not represent the forests of
the nanagement area and in addition, the col-lection of seeds and the carryi-ng out of rneasurements, etc. in protected stands might in some cases be
restricted.
It was with this in nLnd that in the rniddle of the 1950ts I
suggested to the Finnish Forest Research Institute the setting up of
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certain system of Standard Stands for the needs mentioned above. AJ-though
the system is not yet complete, some information is already available that
I believe rnight be of value when consideratl-ons are made concerning the
preservation of gene resources in other areas.
THE STANDARD STANDS

The original idea was to select a set of stands of the most important sPecies in such a way that we would have a representative sample from
each part of the country.

Since the purpose is to have a standard for comparison purposes,
the stands chosen should be representative of the area in question. The
stands theuselves should be neither "plus" or r'rrlinus" stands, but rather
average stands. If the stand chosen happens to come from an area where the
race is generally good the standard will also be above the mean, and if the
locaI area is represented by inferior trees the standard will also demon-

strate this.

A selection of
personal opinion and in
like to choose and what
especially in a country

forestry

ownership.

representative stands will al-ways be a question of
also a cornpromise between what we would
is possibl-e to obtain and save for the future,
like Finl-and where there are so many kinds of

nrany cases

Since there has to be a reasonable guarantee that the stands will
be preserved, the stands were chosen from state owned forests belonging to
the Forest Service or the Forest Research Institute. It is with greaE
pl-easure I acknowledge the interest and efforts shown by the State Forest
service in the selection and setting aside of the standard stands.
The standard stands were always chosen from forests of natural
domlnate forests in our country. As far as
possible the stands are representatLve of middle aged stands in natural condition or ones ln which only good managenent had been carried out. Stands
thinned from above and stands showing signs of dimension cutting were not

origin' which fortunatel-y stil1
registered.

It was knornm from earl-ier experiments, that the Norr,,ray spruce,
Pieea abies L. Karst., could be moved over longer distances than Scots
pine, Pinus syLuestz,is L., so the spruce stands were selected at longer
distances from each other than the pine stands, the latter being selected
approximately 100 to 150 km apart, so that the most continental- as well- as
the most maritime parts of the country were represented. It was also considered irnportant to include in the standard stands represent,ative of the
full- limit of distribution of the species ln the far north, especially
since, for international purposes, seed from high latitudes is difftcul-t to
obtaln.
A map showing the l-ocation of the standard stands is presented as
Figure 1. Figures 2, 3, 4 are representative of standard stands. rt is
6B
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evident frorn this that the northeastern part of the central lake district
as well as the very coastal region of Ostrobotnia are under represented.
This results from the lack of suitable state forests in these areas at the
Present time. It is hoped, that arrangements can be made later to get more
representative plots from these areas. The list of the present stands is
given in Table 1. As seen from this 1l-st the selection of standard stands
of birch is, so far, limited to the northernmost parts of the country and
the selection of spruce standard stands in the south is not yet compl-ete.

1*\, "-,ri

-*fj
t,

Figure

2.

Srtj

Pinus sylvesErls, Stffidayd Stwtd No. 3, Inari, Finlcrtd.
(Negatiue I/3-57. 1959 ) .
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Figure 3. Betula verrucosa, Stmtdand Stcrnd No. 5' Kittil'd' FtnLand.
(Negatiue

4/63-L0.

L963).

7L

Fi,guz,e

4. Pinus sylvestris,

Standnzd Stutd No. 1LA, Ristltna, FinLmtd.
(Negatiue No. L-59 (L959).
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Table 1. The Standard Stands of the Finnish Forest Research Institute
1 August L97I.

0rigin
No.

Species

Lat

Cormrune

.N.

Seed

Long

.

E.

A1r.
m

1

Pinus siLu.

2

tl

3
4

tt

5
6
7

8
9

10

11
11A

tl
tl
il
tt
It
It
tt
tt
il

L2

tf

13
L4

tf

15
16
L7

17A
1_8

tl
ll
It
tt

n

tl

L9

il

20

tt

2L
22

il

23
1
3
4
6

tl
tl

Pieea abies
L
tl
tl

8

tl

10
13

tt

I4

tt

n

2
3

Betula pzbese.

4

tl

5

Betula uerrue.

tl

69"38'
Utsjoki
69"081
Inari
68o30'
Inari
68000'
Kirrile
67"L2'
Salla
67"09'
Kolari
Rovaniemi 66"22'
65"261
ri
Suomussalmi 64o51t
64"25'
61"50 |

Pyhajoki
Kerirnaki
Ristiina

6L" 291

Piel-is j arwi

6 3o

04 '

Pihtipudas 63"23'
Karvia
62"L21

|

250

27" Lsl
27" 27',
24" Ls',
29" Lz',
24" 07 |
26" 451
25" 361

150

27" 07

29" 061

24" 35',
29" 25'
27" zL',
29" 44',

301

223
200
140
60
2L5

b
b
b

80
81
88

b

brs
brs
brs
brs

130
L65
160

24" 48',

110

00'

115
80
65

brs
brs
brs
brs

30

brs

25"

26" 39',
27" 37 |

49'

L25

b

60"021

230021
200131

30
20

b

26" rO'
29" 351

400
2L5

b
b

27'

L65
100

brs
brs

60"30'

25"

Juva
Sulkava
Eurajoki
Bromarv
Sund

61o55

Inari

69o00' 27"301
69'05', 2L"02r
670581 24"251
I
67" 45t 24"50

KirriI-e

b

230

67" 40'
Suomussaluri 64"50 t
Pihtipudas 63o17'

Kirril;

seed

60"40f

Sodankyla

Enontekio

bulk
tree

26"061
22" 501

To Be Selected
Lapinj arvi 60" 39 | 26"r01

Tammela
Bromarv
Sund

in stock,

and single

22r

To Be Selected

Kuorevesi 62oOL'
Padasjoki 6L"25'
61o06 |
Jaala
Miehikkala 60o43f

|

27" 58'

30'

61o401

2go

6L"L7l

2L" 401

60"02

23"02

60o131

20"03'
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90
40
20
20

400
500
320
400

on

b

b

b
b

MARKING

DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE STANDS

Our intention was to have a representative sample plot capable of
a good amount of seed. It was thus clear from the beginning that the sampLe
plot ought to be large enough to insure good pollination and to prevent too
much inbreeding. The size of the standard stand was therefore chosen so
that in the middle of the stand a sample plot of 100 x 100 m (1 hectare)
could be located. In addition, an attempt was made to obtain stands that
were large enough to provide a 100 m surround area, around the sample p1ot.
The total area of the standard stand is thus about, 5 - 6 ha. This, however,
was not possible in all cases as the surrounding forest was, in some cases,
too small. An attenpt was made to locate the standard stands in areas where
no cultivated forests were located in the imnediate neighbourhood.
The stands were numbered by species from the north to the south,
and even where a stand has not yet been registered the number has been
reserved. When for some reasons lt was thought suitable to have more than
one stand in approximately the same region these were given subindices of

l-etters to the

same nurnber.

For each stand the descriptions and measurements were made by the

staff of the Forest Research Institute and for each stand a fil-e was set up
at the central register of the Department of Forest Genetics and Forest Tree
Breeding of the Institute.
The files i.nclude a general- and a local map of the stand and a
description form containing infornation about the topography, soil conditions, forest vegetation, condition of the stand, silvicultural treatments,
etc.

In each I ha sample plot all- the trees are permanently numbered.
For each plot a number of neasurements are taken. The diameter at 1.3 m
and the bark thLckness at breast height is determined for every tree. The
height, the diamet,er at 6 m and the age at breast height i-s measured for
every fifth tree and the stury age for every tenth tree. In addition the
cro$rn type of the pines is classified in five classes (very narrow, narror^t,
normal-, broad and very broad) for each tree and for the spruces the branch
type is registered for each tree.
From these measurements graphs are made for the diameter, height
and taper and the volune of each tree is calculated separately. For each
sample p1-ot it was thus possibl-e to deterudne the total volume of the stand,
the doninant and the mean height, the mean dbh and the rel-ative frequency
of the different crorrn or branch types. In addition an estimate of cone
production was made at the time of rneasurement, of the stand.
SEED COLLECTION FROM

TIIE STAI{DARD STANDS

To have a continuous supply of seed for different klnds of experiments the seed of the standard stands are collected whenever possible. If
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the crop is good, the cones are collected separately by each numbered tree
and each seed lot is kept separate. It is thus possibl-e to make up any
mixtures of trees and types desired, provided that enough trees bear a cone
crop. If the single trels do not give a certain minimum of seed each they
are grouped together and the number of the trees in the mixture registered
for this seed lot. In addition, for experiments where general provenances
are required, a bu1-k sample is collected from the stand surrounding the,saryle plot at the same time the seed of slngle trees are collected. A11
the collections are made from standing trees. When possible, depending on
the availability of storage space, the seed is stored without separation of
full and empty seeds so that an estimate of the frequency of empty seedsWhen
and thus po-sibly an estimate of sterility and inbreeding can be made'
seed samples cannot be kept this way the sanpl-es are X-ray photographed
before cleaning to 1002 tiftea seedl. Field germination values are noted
as soon as the seeds are used for experiments, but general data on germination in Jacobsenrs apparatus are not available.

lot is given a nunrber in conformance with the normal
rules of registering seed lots. Seed sarnples frorn individual- trees are
identified by seed 1ot number and tree number. A record card is kept for
each stand. A11 general seed collections and individual tree collections
are recorded. In addition, records are kept of where these seeds are used
in national experiments, and to where it has been sent abroad.
Each seed

THE USE OF THE STANDARD SEED

It has already been found, that having such standard seed lots
available is very usefll, indeed. The seeds have been used in a series of
provenanc. .*p"titents within the countryr e.8. in a Latge Scots pine experiment planted out at 11 different localities and containing all the
standards available in addition to seed lots from loca1 and selected stands.
The standard seeds are also used as standards in all- Progeny testing experiments. In these experiments one to three of the standard stands nearest to
the locality of the experiment are included.
Requests for samples of Finnish seed from abroad have as far as
possible been met with standard seeds. It is hoped, that when results from
th.s" foreign experiments together with the results from the national experiments appear, a faLrLy good iiew of the performance of the seed sources under
different conditions will be available. We also plan to use collections to
from different years from the same stand in the same experiment in order
get an idea of the variation with time within stands of the same origin' To
date this question has received very little attention. Since standard stand
seed is also used for many other kinds of experiments at the tree breeding
station, there will be a slow accumulation of information about the properties of the different standard seed lots and thus about the natural variation in the popul-ation.
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THE FIITURE OF THE STANDARD STANDS

The purpose of the standard stand is to preserve specific provenances for as long as possible. The stands, as already mentioned, have been
chosen from forests over which the government service has direct control.
This will to a certain extent insure that the standard stands will not be
cut until necessary. When, as the stands grow older, they have to be regenerated this will be done through natural regeneration or, if this is not
possible, through cultivation with the seed from the stand itself. Whenever
plantings are necessary in the neighbourhood, these will be made with the
material from the standard stand. It may be impossible to collect seed

during the time the new stand is maturing. During this time efforts will be
to have another sample plot measured nearby in order to have at least
an equal provenance sample. with improved seed storage techniques, it
should be possibl-e to preserve seed from the stand longer than it has been
in the past (approx. 10 years).
made

COTILD

TIIE

It seems to
collect the standard

STA}IDARD STAND

IDEA BE OF USE

ELSEWHERE?

that the need for seed collected in the way we
universal. I, therefore, suggest that other
countri.es consider the possibilities of making reservations of the same
kind. This is especially true in countries where J-arge areas of native
forest are still available but where large scale cutting operations and
cultivations are coming in rapidly. The reservation of standard stands is
not a very difficult and tirne consuming task. Once the areas have been
sel-ected a measuring crew of three men mark and measure a stand in Finnish
conditions in about three days.
me

seed i-s

With standard seed in stock, much time and work is saved when
seed sarnples are needed suddenly for national or international experi-ments.
If a system of national standard stands could be set up in different countries it could provide us with a very good basis for further comparisons
between our experiments. If records for all plantations established with
this seed could be maintained, we could justify the preservation of this
gene resource. Comparing data from different countries would give us very
interesting information of how a gene source changes and reacts when

brought into very different conditions. Preservation of the original standard source or its progeny in the same locality would make it possible to
go back to the s€lme source whenever necessary.
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APPENDIX I
COMMITTEE

ON FOREST TRXE BREEDING

IN

CANADA

STATEMENT ON CONSERVATION OF FOREST GENES

No Canadian tree species is, at present, in danger of extinction.
However, some popul-ations of valuable species are endangered to a point
where serious gene depauperization may result. These populations should be
protected in situ or, where this is not possibLe en situ.

rnillion square kilometers of productive
forest land. It is projected that man-made forests will make up less than
27" of. Canadats productive forests by 1985. It is evident, that only under
exceptional cirtumstances will contamination of the native arboreal flora
by non-native species or populations pose serious problens.
A few exceptional-ly valuable tree populations have been identified
as a result of, or in conjunctl-on with, forest genetic studies. Identification of more of these populations can be expected in the future' These
populations should be protected in situ and steps should be taken to assure
lnat tnese populations are perpetuated. Unfortunately the means of perpetuation, ."p"ti"lly of cornrpetitibn-intolerant species, now conflict with the
policies of roost- pte".r.t"tion and conservation programs (e.g. National
Farks, International Biological Program-CT and the proposed Canadian Institute of Forestry Natural Forested Areas prograrns). Efforts should be taken
to elirninate this conflict.
The c.F.T.B.C. supports in principal the proposed c.I.F. Natural
Forested Areas proposal. thi" program, if acted uPon' with the IBP-CT and
National Parks prograttts will contribute to the preservation and conservation
of a wide array of forest gene resources in situ. It would be undesirabl-e
for the C.F.T.B.C. to undertake a separate program for the Preservation of
Canada contains about 2

such natural populations.

specific populations of trees are recognized as being
or are recognized as being of speclal interest in tree improvement, efforts should be made to assure their continued existence. The
federal and provlncial governments should be urged to take whatever action
is necessary to protect such populations.
The C.F.T.B.C. wil-1 establl-sh a standing Working Party called the
Party
for the Conservation of Endangered Arboreal Germ Plasm".
"Working
The duties of the lJorking Party will- be as follows:
a) to monitor the status of Canadian arboreal species and to
f-dentify which specLes or populations are endangered;
b) to report biennlal-1y to the C.F.T.B.C. on the existence of
Where

endangered,

c)

unprotected endangered populations; and
to recorunend to the C.F.T.B.C. appropriate action
protection for endangered species or populations.
79

to provide

Tree breeding and forest genetic programs play a major role in
the ee si.tu conservation of valuable genetic material-s (".g. provenance
tests progeny tests, seed orchards, and breeding gardens) . A11 tree breed'
ers should
recognize thelr responsl-bilities in regard to conservation of
endangered populations. Where practlcal, the conservation or preservation
of such popul-ations should be considered as a part of tree improvement
Prograns.
Seed banks (and possibly in the future, pollen banks) offer a relatively inexpensive means of preserving genetic materiaj- et situ. Using
existing techniques, seed of some tree specles can be stored fot 25 to 30
years without serious loss of viabllity.
It is probable that, under optimum
storage conditions, some tree seeds could be stored successfulJ-y for 50 to
100 years or more. The C.F.T.B.C. urges that greater effort be placed on
research ln this field.
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APPENIDIX I I

A list of Eastern Canadian Tree Species by their Economic Significance and Genetic Priority: (From B.S.P. I,rlang, C.!tr. Yeatman and E.K. Morgenstern, personal conrnunication) .
Commerciallv Significant Species (Consurnptive Forestrv)

1.

Pieea glauea
P. nayi.uta

1
1
1

P. ntbens

I
I

Pinus stz,obus

P. v,esinosa
P. banksiana

1
3

LarLn LatLcina
Aeer sacchaz"Lnum

2

Cmga ouata

C, eondi,fornrLs

JugLoLs e'Lnenea

2

nigz,a
Castmtea dentata
Betula aLleghaniensds

1

J,

3

1

B. papyrifena

2

Prunus senottna
FrarLnus qnen'Leana,

TiLi,a anerLeana
PLatutus oecidentaLis
and Ornamentall

erws u i. rg ini ana
CeLtis oeeid.entalis

J tmi,p

MagnoLia aeutnLndta
LirLodendv,on tulipi fena

na ty"LLoba
Pruntn nt.gna

Asinn

P.

1

2
3

1
1
1
1

amer'teana

di t s i a tz"L ae cffttho s
Gynmocladus dioieus

GL e

Ptelea tnifoLiata
Rhus typhi.na
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ificant

S

1
1
1
1

2
1
2

I

U. thomasii

Horticulturall

2

1

Quercus alba
Q. macrocmpa
Eagus grutdifoLi,a
ULrm,Ls anerLeqna

2.

11
2I
2L
32
31
2L

1
1

3.

Botanically Significant

Species

11

Pinus rLgida
Cazga gLabna

3

C. Laciniosa
C. tomentosa

3

3
3
3
3
3

Betula populifoLia
Quereus bieoLoz,
Q. rruehlenbengii

Q. paLustris
ULrrus z,ubra

3
3

Aeer nigtwm
Nyssa syluatica

Frasiruts

quadnan

3
3

gulat a

llork Classiflcation is as follows:

A.

Botanical- Exploratlon -- To survey species distribution and identify
populations in danger of extinction within eco-geographi.c range.

B.
tion
C.

Genetic ExpJ-oration
and breeding.

-- Population genetics

Utilization -- Taking

available.

advantage

and

potential for selec-

of genetic information already

D.

Genetlc Reservation -- Representative gene pools naintained in situ
by natural regeneration or pl-anting.

E.
Conservation -- Seed coll-ections of selected endangered populations
for artlficlal maintenance of gene pools in pJ-antations.
Priority ranking within each cl-ass ls the same as described by FAO (1969)
except priority 1 included work already undenray.
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APPENDIX

III

ENDANGERED ARBOPJAL GERM PLASM

IN CANADA

(Fron D.P. Fowler, personal cormnunication)
The following list of trEndangered Arboreal Germ Plasm"'in Canada
was prepared for the North American Forestry Commission ln 1968:

Pinus rigida. This species is found as a northern outlier in two
locations i-n Canada, Leeds County, Ont. and Chateauguay Countyr P.Q. The
populations are not abundant in either area and are not well represented
in plantings elsewhere.
Pseudotsuga menziesii, Scattered populations of this species are
in the montane spruce forest near Prince George, B.C. These northern
outlier popul-ations are not well represented in plantings or gerrFplasm banks.
Pieea gLauca. Vigorous northern outlier populations of this species
are found scattered across northern Canada. Some of these populations are
in danger of extinction or serious gene depauperation because of inadequate
protection from fire and cutting. These popul-ations are not adequately
represented in plantings or gerllFpl-asm banks.

found

A number of arboreal angiosperms typical of the Carolinian zone
flora occur in southern Ontario. In severeral instances these populations
are the most northern representatives of species conmon in the United States.
As such they may be of further value t,o hardruood tree improvement Programs.
Changes in land use have resulted in serious degradation and probably gene
depauperation of many of these populations. Very few, if any, of these
populations are adequately protected or are represented in gerrrplasm
banks. Populations of species in the fol1-owing genera are -considered to be
in danger: Asimina, AetiLa" Carya" Castanea, Ce|ti,s, Franinus, Liz'iodendron'
MagnoLia, Mozws" Ngssa, PLantanus, PteLea, Quez'cus, and ULrnts.
To date, no further additions have been made to this list, although
probable
it is
that as more information becomes available additional
populations, or even species may be added. The Canadian Forestry Service
has undertaken progra* of seed collection, propagatlon, and distribution
"
and Pseudotsuga menziesii populations on the above l-ist.
of the Pinus rigidn
In addition some effort is being expended on preserving northern outlier
populations of Picea glauca. The problems involved with conservation
gern plasm of the Carolinian angiosperms are more complex and as yet have

not been solved.
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